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xABSTRACT
He, Ying Ph.D., Purdue University, December 2013. Efficient Spectral-Element Meth-
ods for Acoustic Scattering and Related Problems. Major Professor: Jie Shen .
This dissertation focuses on the development of high-order numerical methods
for acoustic and electromagnetic scattering problems, and nonlinear fluid-structure
interaction problems.
For the scattering problems, two cases are considered: 1) the scattering from
a doubly layered periodic structure; and 2) the scattering from doubly layered, un-
bounded rough surface. For both cases, we first apply the transformed field expansion
(TFE) method to reduce the two-dimensional Helmholtz equation with complex scat-
tering surface into a successive sequence of the transmission problems with a plane
interface. Then, we use Fourier-Spectral method in the periodic structure problem
and Hermite-Spectral method in the unbounded rough surface problem to reduce the
two-dimensional problems into a sequence of one-dimensional problems, which can
then be efficiently solved by a Legendre-Galerkin method.
In order for TFE method to work well, the scattering surface has to be a sufficiently
small and smooth deformation of a plane surface. To deal with scattering problems
from a non-smooth surface, we also develop a high-order spectral-element method
which is more robust than the TFE method, but is computationally more expensive.
We also consider the non-linear fluid-structure interaction problem, and develop
a class of monolithic pressure-correction schemes, based on the standard pressure-
correction and rotational pressure-correction schemes. The main advantage of these
schemes is that they only require solving a pressure Poisson equation and a linear
coupled elliptic equation at each time step. Hence, they are computationally very
efficient. Furthermore, we prove that the proposed schemes are unconditionally stable.
1CHAPTER 1. OVERVIEW OF THE DISSERTATION
Most acoustic, electromagnetic and fluid dynamics problems in the real world, such
as scattering, radiation, waveguide, fluid-structure interaction, etc., are not analyti-
cally solvable. However, solutions of many of these problems are governed by partial
differential equations (PDEs), and well designed computational techniques can over-
come the inability to derive closed form solutions. This dissertation focuses on using
high-order numerical methods to solve a class of acoustic, electromagnetic and related
fluid dynamics problems.
The interaction of acoustic and electromagnetic waves with layered medium plays
an important role in a wide range of problems of scientific and technological interest.
We are mainly concerned with the scattering problems from the layered medium with
periodic structure and unbounded rough surface. Another important topic of this
dissertation is to design efficient numerical schemes for fluid-structure interaction
(FSI) problems. The main contents of thesis are briefly described below.
1.1 Scattering by Periodic Structure
The scattering of electromagnetic or acoustic waves by a periodic structure has
found applications in many engineering problems, from remote sensing [1], to grating
couplers [2–4], to nanostructures [5]. We focus on developing high-order numerical
methods for the interaction of time-harmonic electromagnetic waves incident upon a
periodic doubly layered dielectric material with a sharply defined, irregular interface.
While we only consider the simplified model of a two-dimensional structure, the core
of the algorithms will remain the same for three-dimensional problems governed by
the full Maxwell’s equations.
2We propose two numerical schemes for the case of periodic structure: Transformed
Field Expansion (TFE) approach and high-order Spectral Element Method (SEM) in
combination with a DtN technique.
Transformed Field Expansion (TFE). TFE approach is a Boundary Pertur-
bation Method (BPM) for the numerical simulation of scattering returns from an
irregularly shaped, periodic, doubly layered medium. For such problems, one com-
pelling choice is a surface integral method [6] (e.g., Boundary Integral Methods–
BIM–or Boundary Element Methods–BEM) which only requires a discretization of
the layer interface (rather than the whole structure) and which, due to the choice of
the Green’s function, enforces the far-field boundary condition exactly. While these
methods can deliver high-accuracy simulations with greatly reduced operation counts,
there are several difficulties which need to be addressed. An alternative to BIM/BEM
is the Boundary Perturbation Method, and two popular approaches are the “Method
of Field Expansions” (FE) due to Bruno & Reitich [7–9] and the “Method of Op-
erator Expansions” (OE) of Milder [10–15]. These methods are very appealing as
they only solve for surface unknowns, thereby enjoying favorable operation counts
of surface integral methods, while avoiding the subtle quadrature rules, dense linear
systems, and required matrix-vector product accelerations described above. However,
Nicholls & Reitich showed that these algorithms depend upon strong cancellations
(e.g., differences of extremely large quantities to produce order one results) for their
convergence, and they often lead to ill-conditioned numerics. We refer the interested
reader to [16–18] for a full description of these phenomena.
To overcome the ill-conditioning, Nicholls & Reitich described an alternative
Boundary Perturbation algorithm, the “Method of Transformed Field Expansions”
(TFE), which does not rely on strong cancellations for its convergence, and where a
change of variables was done first to flatten the shape of the scattering surface and
then followed by the boundary perturbation technique.
3In Chapter 2, we construct a non-trivial extension of the TFE algorithm to the
case of doubly layered periodic structure. In particular, we develop an efficient and
stable spectral method for the two-dimensional Helmholtz equation in a two-layered
periodic domain, which has to be solved repeatedly in the TFE algorithm.
Spectral Element Method (SEM). In Chapter 3, we present a high-order spec-
tral element method in combination with a transparent boundary condition for the
numerical simulation of scattering returns from an irregularly shaped, periodic, dou-
bly layered medium. Time-harmonic scattering problem is considered and represented
by the Helmholtz equation, whose solution is approximated by a tensor product basis
of the one-dimensional Lagrange interpolation polynomials based on the Legendre-
Gauss-Lobatto points. For SEM methods, we refer the interested reader to [16–18]
for a detailed description. The advantage of applying the SEM rather than the TFE
approach is that, the geometric structures can be accurately represented by body-
fitted quadrilateral elements, so the SEM approach is more suitable for non-smooth
interface structure. To solve the resulting large sparse system, a GMRES iteration
technique is used. Like many other existing iteration methods for solving Helmholtz
equations, a good preconditioner is crucial for accelerating the convergence of the
GMRES iterations. However, the indefiniteness of Helmholtz problem makes it dif-
ficult to design an efficient preconditioner, in particular, for moderate to large wave
numbers.
We demonstrate computational results for the geometries with smooth flat struc-
tures, smooth curved structures, and nonsmooth interface structures. We validate our
results provided with convergence studies in comparison with exact solutions, TFE
solutions, and the energy defect measure. Our results show exponential convergence
as increasing the approximation order.
Of particular importance to this approach, the SEM method was generalized to
precisely the case we treat here (a doubly layered, two-dimensional material) by two
of the authors [19]. We use this algorithm as a test for the numerical approach
4we advocate in this dissertation, and with it we can illuminate the strengths and
shortcomings of this new SEM approach.
1.2 Scattering by Unbounded Rough Surface
The phenomenon of acoustic and electromagnetic scattering by unbounded rough
surfaces has received much attention from both the engineering and mathematical
communities for its important applications in a wide range of scientific areas. An
unbounded rough surface is referred to as a non-local perturbation of an infinite
plane surface such that the whole surface lies within a finite distance of the original
plane. Due to the non-locally perturbed scattering surfaces, precise modeling and
accurate computing present challenging mathematical and computational questions.
A considerable amount of efforts have been denoted to the rough surface scattering
problems by using approximate, asymptotic, or statistical methods, e.g., the reviews
and monographs by Ogilvy [20], Voronovich [21], Saillard and Sentenac [22], Warnick
and Chew [23], DeSanto [24], Elfouhaily and Guerin [25], and references cited therein.
Despite the large amount of work done so far, we are not aware of any efficient and
accurate numerical method for solving the scattering problem by unbounded rough
surfaces.
In Chapter 4, we are concerned with the numerical solution for the unbounded
rough surface scattering problem. Specifically, we study the acoustic wave propaga-
tion problem of the two-dimensional Helmholtz equation with an unbounded pene-
trable scattering surface.
Under the assumption that scattering rough surface is a sufficiently small and
smooth deformation of a plane surface, we use the transformed field expansion to
reduce the two-dimensional Helmholtz equation with complex scattering surface into a
successive sequence of the transmission problems with a plane interface and piecewise
constant wave numbers. We then use Hermite functions, which form an orthonormal
basis of L2(R) and are eigenfunctions of continuous Fourier transform, to handle the
5difficulty from the infinite domain in horizontal direction, and further reduce the two-
dimensional transmission problems into fully decoupled one-dimensional two-point
boundary value problems, which can be efficiently solved by a Legendre-Galerkin
method. We present numerical examples for both the rough surface scattering and
the plane surface scattering, where the analytic solution is available.
1.3 Non-linear Fluid-structure Interaction Problem
Fluid-Structure Interaction (FSI) plays an important role in many scientific and
engineering applications, e.g., design of some engineering systems (e.g., aircraft and
bridges), blood flow in human arteries, etc. It has been extensively studied in recent
years both analytically and computationally (cf., [26–28] and the references therein).
From the physical point of view, the FSI problem has little connection with the
scattering problem, which is the main focus of this dissertation. However, our numer-
ical schemes lead to, at each time step, linear systems that have essentially the same
structure as those from the scattering problems and can be solved by using similar
procedures.
In Chapter 5, we consider a simple model of the FSI problem where the movement
of the interface is assumed infinitesimal so the interface is treated as fixed. This
nonlinear FSI problem captures many of the essential difficulties of the more general
FSI problems with moving interface, and its well-posedness has been well studied
in [29].
There are two main approaches, monolithic (cf., for instance, [30–32]) and par-
titioned (cf., for instance, [33–35]) methods, for solving FSI problems numerically.
Compared with partitioned method, the monolithic methods usually have good sta-
bility properties, but at each time step, a nonlinear coupled system has to be solved,
and due to the presence of the pressure in the coupled system, it is usually difficult
to design effective iterative scheme to solve the nonlinear coupled system.
6For fluid problems, an effective approach to decouple the computation of the pres-
sure from that of the velocity is to use a so called projection type method, originally
proposed by Chorin and Temam in the late 60’s. A comprehensive review on various
projection type methods can be found in [36]. Naturally, many authors have consid-
ered to employ a projection type method for the FSI problem (cf., for instance, [37]).
However, a main difficulty in the design of a projection method is what boundary con-
dition to use for the pressure at the interface. It is well known that a proper boundary
condition, at the Dirichlet part of the boundary, for the pressure Poisson equation
in a projection type method is the homogeneous Neumann boundary condition. In-
deed, most existing projection type schemes for FSI problem also use, explicitly or
implicitly, Neumann type boundary condition for the pressure Poisson equation at the
interface. However, we are not aware of any rigorous proof of unconditional stability
for any projection type scheme applied to the FSI problem.
We construct several monolithic schemes based on a pressure-correction approach
for the FSI model with fixed interface. Our schemes will be computationally very
efficient. More precisely, in the first step of our schemes, we solve a coupled, but
elliptic, system for an intermediate fluid velocity and the structure displacement,
then in the second step, we solve a Poisson equation for the fluid pressure and obtain
the fluid velocity with a simple correction. We shall also prove rigorously that these
schemes are unconditionally stable.
1.4 Extensions and Future Work
In Chapter 6, two possible extensions are discussed. One is the scattering problem
from open cavity; the other is the nonlinear fluid-structure interaction with moving
interface. We present some basic ideas about the numerical approximation for those
two challenging problems.
7CHAPTER 2. AN EFFICIENT AND STABLE SPECTRAL METHOD
FOR ELECTROMAGNETIC SCATTERING FROM A LAYERED
PERIODIC STRUCTURE
In this chapter, we focus on developing a stable and high-order numerical method for
time-harmonic electromagnetic waves incident upon a doubly periodic layered dielec-
tric media with irregular interface. We describe a Boundary Perturbation Method
for this problem which avoids not only the need for specialized quadrature rules but
also the dense linear systems which are characteristic of Boundary Integral/Element
Methods. Moreover, it is a provably stable algorithm as opposed to other Boundary
Perturbation approaches such as Bruno & Reitich’s “Method of Field Expansions”
or Milder’s “Method of Operator Expansions”. Our spectrally accurate approach is
a natural extension of the “Method of Transformed Field Expansions”, originally de-
scribed by Nicholls & Reitich (and later refined to other geometries by the authors)
in the single-layer case.
2.1 Introduction
The interaction of acoustic and electromagnetic waves with periodic structures
plays an important role in a wide range of problems of scientific and technological
interest. From grating couplers [2–4] to nanostructures [5] to remote sensing [38], the
ability to simulate in a robust and accurate way the fields generated by such structures
is of crucial importance to researchers from many disciplines. In this contribution we
focus upon the stable and high–order numerical simulation of the interaction of time–
harmonic electromagnetic waves incident upon a periodic doubly layered dielectric
material with sharp, irregular interface. While we focus on the simplified model of a
8two–dimensional structure, the core of the algorithm will remain the same for a fully
three–dimensional simulation governed by the full Maxwell’s equations.
In this chapter we describe a Boundary Perturbation Method (BPM) for the nu-
merical simulation of scattering returns from an irregularly shaped, periodic, doubly
layered medium. We focus upon periodic structures as they arise from a large number
of engineering applications, however, this choice does simplify our numerical approach
(e.g., we may use the Discrete Fourier Transform to approximate Fourier coefficients).
However, we note that this simplification is also realized for competing methods as
well. For such problems surface methods are preferred as a discretization of the inter-
face alone significantly reduces the number of unknowns to be recovered. However,
such methods face a number of drawbacks.
One compelling choice is a surface integral method [6] (e.g., Boundary Integral
Methods–BIM–or Boundary Element Methods–BEM) which only require a discretiza-
tion of the layer interface (rather than the whole structure) and which, due to the
choice of the Green’s function, enforce the far–field boundary condition exactly. While
these methods can deliver high–accuracy simulations with greatly reduced operation
counts, there are several difficulties which need to be addressed. First, high–order
simulations can only be realized with specially designed quadrature rules which re-
spect the singularities in the Green’s function (and its derivative, in certain formula-
tions). Additionally, BIM/BEM typically give rise to dense linear systems to be solved
which require carefully designed preconditioned iterative methods (with accelerated
matrix–vector products, e.g., by the Fast–Multipole Method [39]) for configurations
of engineering interest.
An alternative to a BIM/BEM is a Boundary Perturbation Method and two pop-
ular approaches are the “Method of Field Expansions” (FE) due to Bruno & Re-
itich [7–9] and the “Method of Operator Expansions” (OE) of Milder [10–15]. These
methods are very appealing as they posit surface unknowns thereby enjoying the
favorable operation counts of surface integral methods, while avoiding the subtle
quadrature rules, dense linear systems, and required matrix–vector product acceler-
9ations described above. However, Nicholls & Reitich showed that these algorithms
depend upon strong cancellations (e.g., differences of extremely large quantities to
produce order one results) for their convergence which results in ill–conditioned nu-
merics. We refer the interested reader to [16–18] for a full description of these phe-
nomena.
In addition to these results, Nicholls & Reitich described an alternative Bound-
ary Perturbation algorithm, the “Method of Transformed Field Expansions” (TFE),
which does not rely on strong cancellations for its convergence. In fact, the resulting
recursions can be used for a direct, rigorous demonstration of the strong convergence
of the relevant perturbation expansions in an appropriate function space. Further-
more, these formulas were implemented to reveal a stable and highly accurate numer-
ical scheme for the simulation of scattering returns by periodic gratings. This work
was generalized by the authors to the case of irregular bounded obstacles in two [40]
and three dimensions [41], and even resulted in a rigorous numerical analysis of the
method [42]. In this contribution, we construct a highly non-trivial extention to the
case of periodic gratings separating two materials of different dielectric constants.
Here, of course, one must be concerned not only with a reflected field and its far–
field boundary condition, but also with a transmitted field which satisfies a different
condition at infinity.
The organization of this chapter is as follows: In § 2.2 we recall the governing equa-
tions of an electromagnetic field incident upon a periodic, two–dimensional irregular
grating. In § 2.3 we define a change of variables which significantly enhances the
conditioning properties of our numerical scheme resulting in the “Method of Trans-
formed Field Expansions.” We discuss a Legendre Galerkin method to solve the
resulting two–point boundary value problem in § 2.4 and present extensive numerical
results in § 2.5.
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2.2 Governing Equations
We consider the problem of simulating the scattering of electromagnetic waves in
a layered periodic structure. More precisely, we consider two domains
Ω+ := {y > g(x)}, Ω− := {y < g(x)},







Figure 2.1. Geometric illustration of the problem
regions are filled with materials of dielectric constants + and −, respectively. The
permeability in each domain is assumed to be µ0, that of the vacuum.
The grating is illuminated by time–harmonic plane–wave radiation
E˜i = Aeiαx−iβye−iωt, H˜i = Beiαx−iβye−iωt,
which will be scattered both above and below the surface. This gives rise to reduced
total fields
E = Ei + E+, H = Hi + H+, y > g(x),
E = E−, H = H−, y < g(x),
11
where, e.g.,
E = E(x, y) := E˜(x, y, t)eiωt, H = H(x, y) := H˜(x, y, t)eiωt,
if {E˜, H˜} are the unreduced, time dependent fields. The incident, reflected, refracted,
and total electric and magnetic fields all satisfy the time–harmonic Maxwell’s equa-
tions:
∇× E = iωµ0H, div [E] = 0, (2.2.1a)
∇×H = iωE, div [H] = 0, (2.2.1b)
where  = ± depending upon the domain of definition [6]. At the grating surface the
total fields satisfy the transmission conditions
N × (Ei + E+ − E−) = 0, N × (Hi + H+ −H−) = 0, (2.2.2)
where N = (−∂xg(x), 1)T is a normal vector. Finally, the periodicity of the grating
enforces the quasi-periodicity of the fields
E(x+ d, y) = eiαdE(x, y), H(x+ d, y) = eiαdH(x, y),
and the scattered waves must be outgoing .
It is not difficult to show that if both the grating shape and incident radiation are
independent of z then so are E and H [43]. In this case the time–harmonic Maxwell’s
equations (2.2.1) reduce to the Helmholtz equation
∆u+ (k±)2u = 0,
where k± := ω
√
µ0±, and u = u(x, y) is either E±,3 (transverse electric—TE—
component) or H±,3 (transverse magnetic—TM—component). Furthermore, the z–
components of the conditions in (2.2.2) read
0 = E3 = E+,3 + Ei,3 − E−,3
and
0 = ∂NE
3 = [∂y − (∂xg)∂x] (E3) = [∂y − (∂xg)∂x] (E+,3 + Ei,3 − E−,3).
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Writing in coordinates and simplifying we find
u+(x, g(x))− u−(x, g(x)) = −eiαx−iβg(x),
∂Nu
+(x, g(x))− σ2∂Nu−(x, g(x)) = ((iβ) + (iα)∂xg(x)) eiαx−iβg(x),










for the TM mode. Thus, for the TE mode, the governing equations we consider are
∆u+ + (k+)2u+ = 0, y > g(x), (2.2.3a)
OWC[u+] = 0, y →∞, (2.2.3b)
∆u− + (k−)2u− = 0, y < g(x) (2.2.3c)
OWC[u−] = 0, y → −∞, (2.2.3d)
u+ − u− = −φ(x), y = g(x), (2.2.3e)
∂Nu
+ − ∂Nu− = ((iβ) + (iα)∂xg(x))φ(x), y = g(x), (2.2.3f)
u±(x+ d, y) = eiαdu±(x, y), (2.2.3g)
where
φ(x) := eiαx−iβg(x), (2.2.3h)
and we make the “outgoing wave condition” (OWC) operators more precise presently.
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For the far–field boundary conditions consider the hyperplanes {y = a}, {y = −b}
where a, b > |g|L∞ . The augmented system of governing equations
∆u+ + (k+)2u+ = 0, g(x) < y < a, (2.2.4a)
∂yu
+ = ∂yv
+, y = a, (2.2.4b)
u+ = v+, y = a, (2.2.4c)
∆v+ + (k+)2v+ = 0, y > a, (2.2.4d)
OWC[v+] = 0, y →∞, (2.2.4e)
∆u− + (k−)2u− = 0, − b < y < g(x), (2.2.4f)
∂yu
− = ∂yv−, y = −b, (2.2.4g)
u− = v−, y = −b, (2.2.4h)
∆v− + (k−)2v− = 0, y < −b, (2.2.4i)
OWC[v−] = 0, y → −∞, (2.2.4j)
u+ − u− = −φ(x), y = g(x), (2.2.4k)
∂Nu
+ − ∂Nu− = ((iβ) + (iα)∂xg(x))φ(x), y = g(x), (2.2.4l)
u±(x+ d, y) = eiαdu±(x, y), (2.2.4m)
v±(x+ d, y) = eiαdv±(x, y), (2.2.4n)
are equivalent to (3.2.7). To make the far–field boundary condition more precise we
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iαpx =: T+[ψ] = T+[u+(x, a)].





and the system (2.2.4) can be equivalently restated as
∆u+ + (k+)2u+ = 0, g(x) < y < a, (2.2.5a)
∂yu
+ − T+[u+] = 0, y = a, (2.2.5b)
∆u− + (k−)2u− = 0, − b < y < g(x), (2.2.5c)
∂yu
− − T−[u−] = 0, y = −b, (2.2.5d)
u+ − u− = −φ(x), y = g(x), (2.2.5e)
∂Nu
+ − ∂Nu− = ((iβ) + (iα)∂xg(x))φ(x), y = g(x), (2.2.5f)
u±(x+ d, y) = eiαdu±(x, y). (2.2.5g)
2.3 Transformed Field Expansion
As has been demonstrated in previous publications on Boundary Perturbation
algorithms for electromagnetic scattering [16–18], the transformed field expansion
(TFE) method can dramatically improve the conditioning of the resulting recursions.
The TFE method consists of two essential steps: (i) ”domain flattening” through a
simple change of variables; and (ii) boundary perturbation. We now describe the two
steps in detail.
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, −b < y < g,
which gives rise to the differentiation rules:
(a− g)∂x = (a− g)∂x′ − (∂x′g)(a− y′)∂y′ ,
(a− g)∂y = a∂y′ ,
for g(x) < y < a, and
(b+ g)∂x = (b+ g)∂x′ − (∂x′g)(b+ y′′)∂y′′ ,
(b+ g)∂y = b∂y′′ ,





u+(x′, y′) + (k+)2u+(x′, y′) = F+(x′, y′), 0 < y′ < a, (2.3.1a)
∂y′u





u−(x′, y′′) + (k−)2u−(x′, y′′) = F−(x′, y′′), − b < y′′ < 0, (2.3.1c)
∂y′′u
−(x′,−b)− T−[u−(x′,−b)] = J−(x′), (2.3.1d)
u+(x′, 0)− u−(x′, 0) = −φ(x′), (2.3.1e)
∂y′u
+(x′, 0)− ∂y′′u−(x′, 0) = Q(x′). (2.3.1f)
In these equations
F±(x′, y′) = ∂x′F±x (x
′, y′) + ∂y′F±y (x






















































































































(ab+ ag − bg − g2)(iα∂x′g + iβ)φ(x′)− ag∂y′u+
+(∂x′g)(b+ g)(a− g)∂x′u+ − (∂x′g)2a(b+ g)∂y′u+ − bg∂y′′u−
−(∂x′g)(b+ g)(a− g)∂x′u− + (∂x′g)2b(a− g)∂y′′u−
}
. (2.3.1p)
2.3.2 Recursion by Boundary Perturbation
We shall now describe a boundary perturbation algorithm to solve the transformed
system (2.3.1). If we let g = εf and f is sufficiently smooth, the transformed fields
can be shown to be analytic. Hence, we can write






Inserting the above into (2.3.1), it is straightforward, albeit tedious, to derive the






′, y′) + (k+)2u+n (x
′, y′) = F+n (x










′, y′′) + (k−)2u−n (x
′, y′′) = F−n (x




′,−b)− T−[u−n (x′,−b)] = J−n (x′), (2.3.2d)
u+n (x




′, 0)− ∂y′′u−n (x′, 0) = Qn(x′). (2.3.2f)
In these equations
F±n (x
′, y′) = ∂x′F±n,x(x
′, y′) + ∂y′F±n,y(x

























































































































































2φn−3 − af∂y′u+n−1 + ab∂x′f∂x′u+n−1 + (a− b)f∂x′f∂x′u+n−2
− ∂x′ff 2∂x′u+n−3 − ab(∂x′f)2∂y′u+n−2 − a(∂x′f)2f∂y′u+n−3 − bf∂y′′u−n−1 − ab∂x′f∂x′u−n−1
− (a− b)f∂x′f∂x′u−n−2 + ∂x′ff 2∂x′u−n−3 + ab(∂x′f)2∂y′′u−n−2 − bf(∂x′f)2∂y′′u−n−3}.
(2.3.2q)
If we write






























′′) + ((k−)2 − α2p)u−n,p(y′′) = F−n,p, − b < y′′ < 0,
∂y′u
+
n,p(a)− iβ+p u+n,p(a) = J+n,p,
∂y′′u
−
n,p(−b) + iβ−p u−n,p(−b) = J−n,p,
u+n,p(0)− u−n,p(0) = φn,p,
∂y′u
+
n,p(0)− ∂y′′u−n,p(0) = Qn,p.

















−)2 − α˜2)u−p,n(y) = F−p,n(y), − b < y < 0, (2.3.3b)
∂yu
+
p,n(a)− iβ+u+p,n(a) = J+p,n, (2.3.3c)
∂yu
−
p,n(−b) + iβ−u−p,n(−b) = J−p,n, (2.3.3d)
u+p,n(0)− u−p,n(0) = φp,n, (2.3.3e)
∂yu
+
p,n(0)− ∂yu−p,n(0) = Qp,n, (2.3.3f)
where we have dropped the primes for convenience and denote
β+ = β+p , β
− = β−p , α˜ = αp.
2.4 Legendre Galerkin Approximation
In this section we provide algorithm details of a Legendre Galerkin approach
to approximate solutions of the two–point boundary value problem (2.3.3). The
approximation of this problem is the final specification we must make in our TFE
approach to the doubly layered scattering problem at hand.
2.4.1 Weak Formulation
Assume that u∗,+(y) and u∗,−(y) satisfy the following homogeneous version of
(2.3.3):
∂2yu
∗,+ + ((k+)2 − α˜2)u∗,+ = 0, 0 < y < a, (2.4.1a)
∂2yu
∗,− + ((k−)2 − α˜2)u∗,− = 0, − b < y < 0, (2.4.1b)
∂yu
∗,+(a)− iβ+u∗,+(a) = J+, (2.4.1c)
∂yu
∗,−(−b) + iβ−u∗,−(−b) = J−, (2.4.1d)
u∗,+(0)− u∗,−(0) = φ, (2.4.1e)
∂yu
∗,+(0)− ∂yu∗,−(0) = Q, (2.4.1f)
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where, for convenience, we have dropped the (n, p) subscripts. The functions
u∗,+(y) = Aeiβ
+y +Be−iβ
+y, u∗,−(y) = Ceiβ
−y +De−iβ
−y,
are solutions of (2.4.1a) & (2.4.1b), respectively, for any choices of the constants











β−(2C + φ) +B(β+ − β−)− iQ
β− + β+
, D =
β+(2B − φ) + C(β− − β+)− iQ
β− + β+
.
Now consider the functions
uˆ+(y) := u+(y)− u∗,+(y), uˆ−(y) := u−(y)− u∗,−(y),
where, uˆ+ and uˆ− satisfy the version of (2.3.3) with homogeneous boundary conditions
∂2y uˆ
+(y) + ((k+)2 − α˜2)uˆ+(y) = Fˆ+, 0 < y < a, (2.4.2a)
∂2y uˆ
−(y) + ((k−)2 − α˜2)uˆ−(y) = Fˆ−, − b < y < 0, (2.4.2b)
∂yuˆ
+(a)− iβ+uˆ+(a) = 0, (2.4.2c)
∂yuˆ
−(−b) + iβ−uˆ−(−b) = 0, (2.4.2d)
uˆ+(0)− uˆ−(0) = 0, (2.4.2e)
∂yuˆ




+(y) 0 < y < a
uˆ−(y) −b < y < 0
, f(y) :=
Fˆ
+(y) 0 < y < a




+)2 − α˜2 0 < y < a
(k−)2 − α˜2 −b < y < 0
,
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we find that u satisfies:
∂2yu(y) + k(y)
2u(y) = f, − b < y < a, (2.4.3a)
∂yu(a)− iβ+u(a) = 0, (2.4.3b)
∂yu(−b) + iβ−u(−b) = 0, (2.4.3c)
u(0+)− u(0−) = 0, (2.4.3d)
∂yu(0
+)− ∂yu(0−) = 0. (2.4.3e)
Denoting the Sobolev space of complex functions:
H1(−b, a) := {u, ∂yu ∈ L2(−b, a)},





for any u, v ∈ L2(−b, a) where v¯ is the complex conjugate of v. To simplify notation,
we use from here the usual notation for spaces of real functions (e.g. H1, PN , etc) to
denote spaces of complex functions.
With this notation the weak formulation for (2.4.3) is: Find u ∈ H1(−b, a) such
that:
(k2u, φ)− (∂yu, ∂yφ) = (f, φ)− iβ+u(a)φ¯(a)− iβ−u(−b)φ¯(−b), ∀φ ∈ H1(−b, a).
(2.4.4)
2.4.2 The Legendre-Galerkin Method
Let PN be the polynomial space of degree at most N and define
XN,β,γ := {u ∈ C(−b, a) | u|(0,a), u|(−b,0) ∈ PN , (∂yu−iβu)(a) = (∂yu+iγu)(−b) = 0}.
Then our Legendre-Galerkin method is to find uN ∈ XN,β+,β− such that
(k2uN , φN)− (∂yuN , ∂yφN) = (I˜Nf, φN)− iβ+uN(a)φ¯N(a)− iβ−uN(−b)φ¯N(−b),
(2.4.5)
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for all φ ∈ XN,β+,β− , where I˜N is the interpolation operator defined by I˜Nf |(0,a),
I˜Nf |(−b,0) ∈ PN . Since every function in XN,β+,β− is differentiable at everywhere






+)−∂yuN(0−)]φ¯N(0) = (I˜Nf, φN),
(2.4.6)
for all φ ∈ XN,β+,β− , where the subscripts I1 and I2 denote the corresponding inte-
gration domain I1 = (0, a) and I2 = (−b, 0).
Consider ξ+(y) = c1y + 1 and ξ
−(y) = c2y + 1 such that
(∂yξ
+ − iβ+ξ+)(a) = 0, (∂yξ− + iβ−ξ−)(−b) = 0.
It is not difficult to show that
c1 =
iβ+
1− iβ+a, c2 =
−iβ−
1− iβ−b.
















, j = 0, . . . , N−2,
with the complex parameters aj, bj chosen such that ϕj satisfies the boundary condi-
tions

















, j = 0, . . . , N−2,
with a′j, b
′
j selected such that ψj satisfies the boundary conditions
(∂yψj + iβ




φj(y), 0 < y < a,0, −b < y < 0, j = 0, . . . , N − 2,
φ˜N−1+j(y) :=
0, 0 < y < a,ψj(y), −b < y < 0, j = 0, . . . , N − 2,
φ˜2N−2(y) :=
ξ
+(y), 0 < y < a,
ξ−(y), −b < y < 0
.
Then, we have
XN,β+,β− = span{φ˜0, φ˜1, . . . , φ˜2N−2}.






uˆ = (uˆ0, . . . , uˆN−2)T
wˆ = (uˆN−1, . . . , uˆ2N−3)T
fˆ = (fˆ0, . . . , fˆN−2)T
gˆ = (fˆN−1, . . . , fˆ2N−3)T
where




y φ˜j, φ˜l)I1 ,
s2lj = (∂
2
y φ˜N−1+j, φ˜N−1+l)I2 ,
m1lj = (φ˜j, φ˜l)I1 ,
m2lj = (φ˜N−1+j, φ˜N−1+l)I2 ,
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for l, j = 0, 1, . . . , N − 2. Additionally, we set
S1 = (s
1
lj), S2 = (s
2
lj), M1 = (m
1





y φ˜j + k




y φ˜N−1+j + k
2φ˜N−1+j, φ˜2N−2)I2 − ∂yφ˜N−1+j(0−),
a21(j) = (∂
2




y φ˜2N−2 + k
2φ˜2N−2, φ˜N−1+j)I2 ,
a22(j) = (k
2φ˜2N−2, φ˜2N−2) + ∂yφ˜2N−2(0+)− ∂yφ˜2N−2(0−),
A11 = S1 + (k
+)
2
M1, B11 = S2 + (k
−)2M2,
for l, j = 0, 1, . . . , N − 2. Upon insertion of (2.4.7) into (2.4.5) we find the following

















To solve this system of equations, we perform a simple block Gaussian elimination to
















Then, we can solve for uˆ and wˆ independently as follows:
A11uˆ = fˆ − uˆ2N−2 · (a12),
and
B11wˆ = gˆ − uˆ2N−2 · b12.
Due to the basis we chose, A11 and B11 are penta-diagonal symmetric matrices so
that the above equations can be efficiently solved.
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with u∗n,p(y) from (2.4.1) and the uˆn,p,j from the algorithm above using the Legendre
Galerkin approximation.
Remark 2.4.1 Before leaving our description of the numerical procedure, we men-
tion that there are a number of choices for summing the Taylor series which appear
in (2.4.9). To avoid an avalanche of impenetrable notation we focus on the generic












It is a classic result that if ε0 is in the disk of convergence of A(ε), say {|ε| < ρ},
AN(ε0) will converge to A(ε0) exponentially fast asN →∞. However, it is possible for
ε0 to be a point of analyticity outside the disk of convergence of the Taylor series and
for AN to produce meaningless results. The classical numerical analytic continuation
technique of Pade´ approximation [44] has been successfully brought to bear upon
Boundary Perturbation Methods in the past (see, e.g., [8,18]) and we utilize this here
as well. In short, Pade´ approximation seeks to simulate the truncated Taylor series












where L+M = N and
[L/M ](ε) = AN(ε) +O(εL+M+1);
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well-known formulas for the coefficients {al, bm} can be found in [44]. This approxi-
mant has the remarkable properties that, for a wide class of functions, not only is the
convergence of [L/M ] to A at ε = ε0 faster than that of A
N for |ε0| < ρ, but also that
[L/M ] may converge to A for points of analyticity ε0 for which |ε0| > ρ. We refer
the interested reader to § 2.2 of Baker & Graves–Morris [44] and the insightful calcu-
lations of § 8.3 of Bender & Orszag [45] for a thorough discussion of the capabilities
and limitations of Pade´ approximants.
2.5 Numerical Results & Discussion
We now present the results of numerical experiments which exhibit the stability
and accuracy of our new algorithm. We use as a measure of convergence the widely–
accepted “energy defect” [7–9, 46] and study the performance of our algorithm in
assorted limits of both the physical and numerical parameters.
2.5.1 Energy Defect
To diagnose the convergence of our algorithm we appeal to the well–established
energy conservation measure. We point out that outside the grooves, i.e. in the
domain
Ω0 := {y > |g|L∞}
⋃
{y < − |g|L∞},












In the case of real wavenumbers k± there is a principle of conservation of energy [46]
for the TE mode which can be expressed as∑
p∈U+
β+p
∣∣B+p ∣∣2 + ∑
p∈U−
β−p












we have the following relationship:





∣∣B+p ∣∣2 + ∑
p∈U−
β−p
∣∣B−p ∣∣2 = β+0 .
Proof Simply substitute (3.4.11) into (3.4.13) and calculate the integral.




to measure the error in our numerical approximation.
Before describing our results, we recall that k+ and k− are the wavenumbers in
the upper and lower media, respectively, while α is the x–component of the incident
radiation and ε measures the height/slope of our profile y = g(x) = εf(x) (which is al-
ways chosen d = 2pi–periodic). In the first six examples in this section we have chosen
α = 0 (so that waves are normally incident) and selected the transparent boundaries
at y = a = 1 and y = −b = −1. The numerical parameters are Nx (the number
of Fourier modes in the x direction), Ny (the number of Legendre coefficients in the
y direction), and N (the number of Taylor coefficients retained in the perturbation
expansion).
In the recent work [42], a rigorous numerical error analysis of the TFE method
was given for a single layer of dielectric material. We fully expect this analysis to
apply directly to the doubly layered model at hand, and that our numerical approach
will have very similar behavior, e.g., exponential convergence as Nx, Ny, and N are
increased, and the need to increase all of these parameters as k+ and k− become
large. However, we are also interested in two further questions which we address in
the following numerical simulations:
1. As we increase ε so that the profile approaches the artificial boundaries, can we
still obtain a reasonable approximation?
2. How does the difference between k+ and k− affect our results?
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2.5.2 Numerical Results
We now perform a sequence of tests to study the convergence behavior of our
algorithm.
1. Convergence study in perturbation order:
To begin, we fix d = 2pi, ε = 0.1, Nx = 40, Ny = 80, f(x) = cos(x), a = 1,
b = −1, and vary N = 0, . . . , 55 for five choices of the wavenumbers k±:
(k+, k−) = (2.5, 1.25), (k+, k−) = (12.5, 6.25), (k+, k−) = (25.5, 12.75),
(k+, k−) = (51.5, 25.75), (k+, k−) = (102.5, 51.25). (2.5.3)
The results are displayed in Figure 2.2. Clearly, as anticipated, we notice ex-



















Figure 2.2. Energy defect versus perturbation order N .
ponential convergence as N is refined. We point out that larger values of the
wavenumbers require much larger choices for N , and, furthermore, as we fixed
the x and y discretizations at Nx = 40 and Ny = 80, respectively, the case
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(k+, k−) = (102.5, 51.25) is under-resolved and we can only achieve an error of
10−3.
2. Convergence study in vertical discretization:
We now fix d = 2pi, ε = 0.1, Nx = 20, N = 20, f(x) = cos(x), a = 1, b = −1,
and vary Ny = 1, . . . , 40 for the five choices of k
± in (2.5.3). We display the
results in Figure 2.3. Once again, we notice exponential convergence as Ny is























Figure 2.3. Energy defect versus vertical discretization Ny.
refined, and larger values of the wavenumbers require much larger choices for
Ny. Once again, the calculation is under-resolved at (k
+, k−) = (102.5, 51.25)
so that we can only realize an error of 10−2 and is thus omitted.
3. Convergence study in horizontal discretization:
We fix d = 2pi, ε = 0.1, Ny = 80, N = 20, f(x) = cos(x), a = 1, b = −1, and
vary Nx = 1, . . . , 40 for the first four choices of k
± in (2.5.3). We display the
results in Figure 2.4. Exponential convergence is once again observed, though
30




















Figure 2.4. Energy defect versus horizontal discretization Nx.
for the two larger choices of wavenumber the under-resolution is particularly
strong in this calculation.
4. Convergence study for deformations near the artificial boundary:
We now investigate the behavior of our algorithm as the sharp interface and
artificial boundary are brought close together. This can, of course, be achieved
either by increasing ε, decreasing a (or b) or a combination of both. To fix
upon an example we set d = 2pi, f(x) = cos(x), Nx = 20, and Ny = 40. We
investigate five configurations:
(k+, k−, N) = (2.5, 1.25, 30),
(k+, k−, N) = (2.5, 1.25, 50),
(k+, k−, N) = (12.5, 6.25, 30),
(k+, k−, N) = (12.5, 6.25, 80),
(k+, k−, N) = (12.5, 6.25, 200),
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and, letting ε = 0.1, 0.2, . . . , 0.9, we display the results in Figure 2.5. First, from




















Figure 2.5. Energy defect versus ε.
the previous sections, we observe that parameters (Nx, Ny, N) = (20, 40, 30) are
sufficiently large to obtain a high accuracy approximation both for the cases
(k+, k−) = (2.5, 1.25) and (k+, k−) = (12.5, 5.25). Figure 2.5 shows that when
we let the height of the profile approach the artificial boundaries, the error
is only determined by the parameters (k+, k−). To achieve the same relative
error, for small (k+, k−) one can allow the artificial boundaries to be located
quite close to the profile. Here Pade´ approximation (see Remark 2.4.1) was
used to access this region of extended analyticity so that configurations which
are large deformations of the base geometry can be simulated [44].
5. Convergence study as wavenumber is varied:
We investigate the effects of varying the ratio of the wavenumber parameters
k−/k+ in our numerical scheme. We fix d = 2pi, f(x) = cos(x), Nx = 40,
Ny = 80, N = 30, ε = 0.1, k
+ = 2.5, and vary k−. From Table 2.1, we can see
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Table 2.1
Energy defect versus wavenumber ratio k−/k+
k−/k+ Energy Defect k−/k+ Energy Defect
0/20 1.068656274583191× 10−12 10/20 5.115907697472721× 10−14
1/20 5.464073637995171× 10−13 11/20 2.842170943040401× 10−15
2/20 6.931344387339777× 10−13 12/20 8.792966355031240× 10−14
3/20 7.194245199571014× 10−13 13/20 1.820765760385257× 10−13
4/20 1.673328142715036× 10−13 14/20 2.952305067083216× 10−13
5/20 3.371525281181676× 10−13 15/20 1.813660333027656× 10−13
6/20 8.196110456992755× 10−13 16/20 3.307576434963266× 10−13
7/20 1.231015289704374× 10−13 17/20 3.364419853824074× 10−13
8/20 8.864020628607250× 10−14 18/20 4.991562718714704× 10−14
9/20 1.353583911622991× 10−13 19/20 7.744915819785092× 10−14
that the difference between k+ and k− has almost no effect on the error if we
choose parameters Nx, Ny, and N large enough.
6. Convergence study as energy defect is fixed:
We fix d = 2pi, f(x) = cos(x), ε = 0.1, and aim to find the smallest set of
resolution parameters (N,Nx, Ny) for a range of wavenumber pairs (k
+, k−) such
that an energy defect smaller than 10−6 is achieved. The result is listed in Table
2.2. We observe that only a moderately number of modes/iterations, which grow
linearly as the wavenumber increases, are needed to obtain an accuracy of 10−6.
7. Convergence study as incident wave angle is varied:
For our final study, we investigate the effects of varying the incident wave angle
parameter cos θ = α/k+ in our numerical scheme. When α = 0, it means the
wave is normally incident (θ = pi
2
). We fix d = 2pi, f(x) = cos(x), Nx = 10,
Ny = 15, N = 12, ε = 0.1, k
+ = 12.5, k− = 6.25 and vary α. We observe from
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Table 2.2
Smallest (N,Nx, Ny) for (k
+, k−) to achieve an error of 10−6.
(k+, k−) N Nx Ny
(2.5,1.25) 7 6 7
(12.5,6.25) 12 10 15
(25.5, 12,75) 20 18 24
(51.5,25.75) 26 26 42
(85.5,42.75) 50 38 63
(105.5,52.75) 60 60 74
Table 2.2 that Nx = 10, Ny = 15, N = 12 are the smallest numbers to achieve
an accuracy of 10−6 when (k+, k−, α) = (12.5, 6.25, 0). We observe from Table
Table 2.3
Energy defect versus incident wave angle α/k+
α/k+ Energy Defect α/k+ Energy Defect
0/10 5.186341816312279× 10−6 5/10 2.292137464521894× 10−5
1/10 1.432592737851698× 10−5 6/10 7.991322704206624× 10−6
2/10 9.598113105472218× 10−6 7/10 6.234791904884309× 10−6
3/10 7.528997959674400× 10−6 8/10 3.751204664833842× 10−6
4/10 1.334178326434116× 10−5 9/10 9.947091869799839× 10−7
2.3 that different α and k+ have very little effect on the accuracy for a fixed set
of parameters Nx, Ny, and N .
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2.6 Conclusion
We constructed and implemented a Boundary Perturbation Method for the scat-
tering of electromagnetic waves by doubly layered periodic dielectric media. The
method is based on three essential steps: (i) a domain flattening through a change of
variable; (ii) a recursion by boundary perturbation; and (iii) an efficient and accurate
Legendre-Galerkin method for solving the one–dimensional Helmholtz equation with
piecewise constant wavenumbers. The resulting algorithm is shown to be very effi-
cient and stable for a range of small to moderate wavenumbers. On the other hand,
our method is not specially designed for the technologically important high–frequency
case (reflected in our equations with large values of k). While not beyond the scope of
our method, such a simulation would require a very fine discretization of the problem
domain resulting in an enormous count of degrees of freedom.
While we have only considered the two–dimensional doubly layered dielectric me-
dia, it is expected that the method can be extended to two–dimensional multi–layered
periodic media, as well as three–dimensional Maxwell’s equations with doubly peri-
odic multi–layered media.
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CHAPTER 3. A SPECTRAL ELEMENT METHOD WITH
TRANSPARENT BOUNDARY CONDITIONS FOR ACOUSTIC
TIME-HARMONIC SCATTERING IN PERIODIC DOUBLE-LAYER
STRUCTURES
In this chapter, we present a spectral element method in combination with a transpar-
ent boundary condition for simulating acoustic scattering problems with nonreflecting
waves on the truncated computational domain. We consider time-harmonic scattering
problem represented by the Helmholtz equation. We approximate solution by a ten-
sor product basis of the one-dimensional Legendre-Lagrange interpolation polynomi-
als based on the Gauss-Lobatto-Legendre grids. Geometric structures are accurately
represented by body-fitted quadrilateral elements. We use a GMRES iteration tech-
nique to solve the resulting system of the equations. We demonstrate computational
results for the geometries with smooth flat structures, smooth curved structures, and
non smooth interface structures. We validate our results with convergence studies in
comparison with exact solutions, FTE solutions, and the energy defect measure. Our
results show exponential convergence with respect to the approximation order.
3.1 Introduction
In Chapter 2, we point out that the scattering of electromagnetic or acoustic waves
by a periodic structure plays an important role in many engineering problems. We
also develop a high–order numerical method, based on the TFE approach, to solve the
Helmholtz equation which can be used to simulating the interaction of time–harmonic
electromagnetic waves incident upon a periodic doubly layered dielectric material
with a sharply defined, irregular interface. However, for the non smooth structure,
the convergence of TFE approach is highly reduced. Therefore, in this work, we shall
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describe a alternative high-order Spectral Element Method (SEM) in combination
with a transparent boundary condition for the numerical simulation of scattering
returns from an irregularly shaped, periodic, doubly layered medium, which combines
the geometry flexibility of the finite element method with the accuracy of spectral
method. Compared with the TFE approach, however, the SEM approach needs to
solve a two-dimensional problem, which shall result in a large, sparse, ill-conditioned
indefinite matrix system, and make it computationally more expensive. While we
focus upon periodic structures given the large number of engineering applications
they inspire, this choice does simplify our numerical approach (e.g., we may use
the Discrete Fourier Transform to approximate Fourier coefficients). However, we
note that this simplification is also realized for many competing methods as well.
One contribution of this work is that we propose a new approach to compute the
discrete Fourier expansion based on the relation between spherical Bessel functions
and Legendre functions, which can be more efficient than the other approach.
Of particular importance to the current project, this method was generalized to
precisely the case we treat here (a doubly layered, two–dimensional material) by two
of the authors [19]. We use this algorithm as a test for the numerical approach we
advocate in this chapter and with it we can illuminate the strengths and shortcomings
of this new SEM approach.
This Chapter is organized as follows. In Section § 3.2, we present the governing
equations. In Section § 3.2.3 – § 3.3, we discuss the variational formulation and
discretizations. Section § 3.3 demonstrates computational results and their validation
provided with convergence studies. Section § 3.4 gives the conclusion.
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3.2 Governing Equations
Consider a monochromatic plane wave with time dependent e−iwt propagating in
x-y plaine. Time-harmonic acoustic scattering can be described by the Helmholtz
equation:
∆U + k2U = 0, (3.2.1)
where k = w
c
is the wavenumber with the relation to the angular frequency w and the
speed of sound c. The total field
U(x, y) = ei(αx+βy). (3.2.2)
Acoustic scattering waves in layered periodic structures whose domain is defined
by
Ω+ := {y > g(x)}, Ω− := {y < g(x)}, (3.2.3)
where y = g(x) represents the shape of the d–periodic interface as shown in Figure 3.1.
We study the scattering of acoustic plane waves from impedance gratings in layered
Figure 3.1. Geometric illustration of the problem
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media. The acoustic time-harmonic planewave at the frequency ω can be represented
by
U(x, y, t) = u(x, y)e−iωt. (3.2.4)
With the periodicity of the grating enforces the quasi-periodicity of the fields, we
have
u(x+ d, y) = eiαdu(x, y), (3.2.5)
and the scattring waves must be outgoing. Consider the acoustic time-harmonic
scattering described by the Helmholtz equation as
∆u+ k2u = 0, (3.2.6)
where k = ω/c. Thus, the governing equations we consider are
∆u+ k2u = 0 (3.2.7)
OWC[u] = 0, y → ±∞, (3.2.8)
u(x+ d, y) = eiαdu(x, y), (3.2.9)
and we make the “outgoing wave condition” (OWC) operators more precise presently.
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3.2.1 Transparent Boundary Conditions
For the far-field boundary conditions consider the hyperplanes {y = a}, {y = b}
where |a|, |b| > |g|L∞ . The augmented system of governing equations on R2 and
Ω = [0, L]× [a, b].
∆u+ k2u = 0, on Ω (3.2.10)
∂yu = ∂yv, on Γ (3.2.11)
u = v, on Γ (3.2.12)
∆v + k2v = 0, on R2 − Ω (3.2.13)
OWC[v] = 0, y → ±∞, (3.2.14)
u(x+ d, y) = eiαdu(x, y), (3.2.15)
v(x+ d, y) = eiαdv(x, y), (3.2.16)
are equivalent to (3.2.7). To make the far-field boundary condition more precise we







αp := α + (2pi/d)p, βp :=

√
k2 − α2p p ∈ K
i
√




p ∈ Z | k2 − α2p > 0
}
, (3.2.19)
Z are the integers, and























iαpx =: T+[ψ] = T+[u(x, b)]. (3.2.23)





and the system (2.2.4) can be equivalently restated as
∆u+ k2u = 0, g(x) < y < b, (3.2.25)
∂yu− T+[u] = 0, y = b, (3.2.26)
∂yu− T−[u] = 0, y = a, (3.2.27)
u(x+ d, y) = eiαdu(x, y). (3.2.28)
3.2.2 Quasi-Periodic Formulation
In our computation, we consider arbitray incident waves for α 6= 0. To keep
the periodicity, we introduce a new variable w. Let u(x, y) = e−iαxU(x, y), then
u(x + d, y) = e−iα(x+d)U(x + d, y) = e−iα(x+d)+dU(x, y) = e−iαxU(x, y) = u(x, y), so
we have u(x, y) be periodic functions. If we only consider the equation for total field
U(x, y) = U inc +U scat, then the total field will be continuous across the interface and
satisfy the following equations:
∆U + k2U = 0, on Ω, (3.2.29a)
∂yU − T+[U ] = ∂yU inc − T+[U inc], on Γ+, (3.2.29b)
∂yU − T−[U ] = 0, on Γ−, (3.2.29c)
U(x+ d, y) = eiαdU(x, y). (3.2.29d)
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Furthermore, if we define
u(x, y) = e−iαxU(x, y) and uinc(x, y) = e−iαxU inc(x, y), (3.2.30)
then the new variable is periodic and satisfy the following equations:
∆u+ (k2 − α2)u+ 2iα∂u
∂x
= 0, on Ω, (3.2.31a)
∂yu− T+0 [u] = ρ(x) on Γ+ (3.2.31b)
∂yu− T−0 [u] = 0, on Γ−, (3.2.31c)
u(x+ d, y) = u(x, y). (3.2.31d)
where ρ(x) = ∂yu
inc − T+0 [uinc] and










In our computation, we solve the model problem (3.2.31) with the following vari-
ational formulation:
a(u, υ) = 〈ρ, υ〉Γa for all υ ∈ H1Γg(Ω), (3.2.33)



















and boundary specified by






























±iβ±p uˆp(eiαpx, v¯) =
∞∑
p=−∞










3.3 Spectral Element Discretization
We denote our computational domain in two dimensions as Ω = ∪Ee=1Ωe, where
Ωe represents nonoverlapping body-conforming quadrilateral elements. Let us define
a finite-dimensional approximation space VN ⊂ H1(Ω), such that
VN = span{ψij(ξ, η)}Ni,j=0.
We map each physical coordinate (x, y) ∈ Ωe onto the reference domain (ξ, η) ∈ I =
[−1, 1]2 through the Gordon–Hall mapping [47]. With this choice of approximation






where the basis coefficients ueij are the nodal values u
e(xi, yj) on Ω
e and ψij(ξ, η) =
`i(ξ)`j(η), or simply ψij, are the tensor product basis of the one-dimensional Nth-
order Legendre-Lagrange interpolation polynomials defined as
`i(ξ) = [N(N + 1)
−1(1− ξ2)L′N(ξ)]/[(ξ − ξi)LN(ξi)] for ξ ∈ [−1, 1], (3.3.2)
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based on the Gauss-Lobatto-Legendre (GLL) quadrature nodes ξi with the derivative
of the Nth-order Legendre polynomial L′N .
Let us denote our numerical solution on Ω as u with vector representations as
u := (u1, u2, ..., ulˆ, ..., un) := (u
1, u2, ..., ue, ..., uE)T , (3.3.3)




l , ..., u
e
(N+1)(N+1))








where n = E(N + 1)2 is the total number of basis coefficients, and lˆ = 1 + i+ j(N +
1) + (e − 1)(N + 1)2 and l = 1 + i + j(N + 1) translate the two-index coefficient
representation into a vector form, with the leading index i. In Figure 3.2, we show a
mesh with two elements E = 2 including the GLL grids for N = 3 on Ω = Ω1 ∪ Ω2.
Figure 3.2(a) illustrates the local ordering of the solution vector u using the two-index
expression, based on the unassembled representation including the coincident grids,
u13i = u
2
0i (i = 0, ..., 3), redundantly. Here we introduce the solution vector based
on the global ordering, the assembled representation using only the distinct nodes as
illustrated in Figure 3.2(b),
u = (u1, u2, ..., un¯)
T , (3.3.5)
where the size (n¯ < n) of the solution vector u in global ordering is reduced after
eliminating the redundancy from the coincident grids.
3.3.1 Stiffness Matrices




















(a) Local Numbering (Unassembled Representation)
(b) Global Numbering (Assembled Representa-
tion)
Figure 3.2. Illustration of the solution vector in the local numbering and
the global numbering on an example mesh with (E,N) = (2, 3): Ω =
Ω1 ∪ Ω2 and the GLL nodes (◦).
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where the partial derivatives are expressed by the chain rule for x = x(ξ, η) and























































































































































































introducing the short notations, Gξξxx, Gηηxx, Gξηxx, Gξξyy, Gηηyy , and Gξηyy , for the geometric
factors. Using the expansion (3.3.1) for u, υ ∈ VN , we derive the discrete operator for






































































and the geometric factors on each local element are defined by
G¯11 = (Gξξxx + Gξξyy), G¯12 = (Gξηxx + Gξηyy), (3.3.12)
G¯21 = (Gξηxx + Gξηyy), G¯22 = (Gηηxx + Gηηyy ). (3.3.13)
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where G¯(·)km and Jkm represent the geometric values and the Jacobian at the nodal
points, respectively, and wk and wm are the one-dimensional GLL quadrature weights.
















where the differentiation matrices with respect to ξ and η, Dξ and Dη, respectively,
are written as
Dξ = I⊗ Dˆ and Dη = Dˆ⊗ I (3.3.20)
in a tensor product form of the one-dimensional differentiation matrix Dˆki := l
′
i(ξk)










; Dˆii = 0,
which is skew-centrosymmetric Dˆij = −DˆN−i,N−j. Note that (3.3.18) involves the
pointwise multiplication of the nodal values ue = [uel ] by each diagonal component of
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G(·) = [G(·)l ] = diag{G¯(·)kmJkmwkwm} for l = k + (N + 1)(m − 1) on the nodal points
on a local element Ωe. Let us denote the stiffness matrix on Ω as A, using the local









with Ae = DTGeD, (3.3.21)
so that we can simply write Eq. (3.3.18) as
AN(u, υ) = vTAu. (3.3.22)
Arithmetic Operations: The matrix A is never explicitly formed. We perform
matrix-matrix multipication only acting on the block diagonal matrices Ae. Let ueij
be arranged in column-wise consecutive entries, denoted as u(i,j,e), or simply ue.
We begin with the tensor product based derivative evaluations (3.3.18) that can be
recast as matrix-matrix products for each element e as the following:
uξ := (I⊗ Dˆ)ue := Dˆiku(k, j, e) := Dˆue, (3.3.23)









DˆN0 DˆN1 ... DˆNN

















which requires 2E(N + 1)3 operations on Ω. The pointwise multiplications with the
geometric factors ux = G
11uξ + G
12uη and uy = G
21uξ + G
22uη require 6E(N + 1)
2
operations. Then we compute the summation of transposed derivative operators,
DˆTux+Dˆ
Tuy, involving 4E(N+1)
3 +E(N+1)2 operations. Thus the total operation
count is 6E(N + 1)3 + 7E(N + 1)2. The leading-order storage requirement for the
factored stiffness matrix is 3E(N + 1)2 due to the relation G12 = G21 on Ω
e.
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Direct Stiffness Summation: The solution vector in (3.3.22) is based on the
unassembled representation, recalling Figure 3.2(a), without applying element in-
terface continuity. To construct the solution vector to be continuous across element
interfaces on the coincident nodal values in the assembled representation, as shown
in Figure 3.2(b):
(xij, yij)
e = (xiˆjˆ, yiˆjˆ)
eˆ → ueij = ueˆiˆjˆ for e 6= eˆ, (3.3.26)
we introduce a Boolean connectivity matrix Q [47] that maps the local representation
u to the global u, referred as the scatter operation, whereas QT acts as the gather
operation:
u = Qu and u∗ = QTu. (3.3.27)
The action of Q on u returns the copy entries of u on the coincident nodes, whereas
the action of QT on u returns u∗ with the sum entries of u on the coincident nodes.
The interior nodes are unchanged from both of the actions. In the assembled repre-
sentation after applying the continuity, we can express Eq. (3.3.22) as
AN(u, υ) = vTQTAQu = vT A¯u. (3.3.28)
In practical implementations, we write our algorithms in an element-based format,
utilizing local matrix-vector products evaluated independently. We use the gather–
scatter operation, referred as direct stiffness summation, or simply dssum, based on a
local-to-global mapping array handling the actions of Q and QT without constructing
Q and QT explicitly. The detailed description on the algorithms and parallel imple-
mentations for the gather–scatter operation can be found in Chapter 4 and Chapter
8 in [47]. Here we denote the gather–scatter operation by∑˜
:= QQT . (3.3.29)
For a continuous function u and its numerical approximation u in the local ordering









We note that the local-to-local transformation QQT can be viewed as a single op-
eration, involving summation of the variables on the shared interface nodes and re-
distribution of them to their original locations within one communication. To per-
form (3.3.28), we first compute (3.3.22) on the local data u and then apply the dssum
operation as represented in (3.3.30).
3.3.2 Mass Matrices






















































where Mˆ = diag{wk} is the one-dimensional mass matrix and Je = [Jell] = diag{Jkm}
for l = k + (N + 1)(m − 1). We can denote the mass matrix B on Ω with the local









with Be = Je(Mˆ⊗ Mˆ), (3.3.33)
so that we can simply write Eq. (3.3.32) as
BN(u, υ) = vTBu. (3.3.34)
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The Eq. (3.3.34) in the assembled representation after applying the continuity can be
expressed as
BN(u, υ) = vTQTBQu = vT B¯u. (3.3.35)
3.3.3 Quasi-Periodic Matrix






























































In convention, (3.3.36) is referred as the convective operator. In this context, we patic-
ularly refer it as the quasi-periodic operator, due to that the operator is a derivative,
resulting from imposing the periodicity into the solution as in (3.2.30) for the oblique
incident (α 6= 0). We can express the quasi-periodic matrix on Ω using the local









with Ce = Je(Mˆ⊗ Dˆ), (3.3.38)
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and we can simply write Eq. (3.3.37) as
CN(u, υ) = vTCu. (3.3.39)
The Eq. (3.3.39) in the assembled representation after applying the continuity can be
expressed as
CN(u, υ) = vTQTCQu = vT C¯u. (3.3.40)
3.3.4 Dirichlet-to-Neumann (DtN) Boundary Discretization
In this chapter, our formulation is based on the case with DtN boundaries in
y. Similar approach can be applied for the other case with DtN boundaries in x,
by simply changing the variable. Let us define our domputational domain as Ω =
[0, L] × [a, b] with L–periodicity in x and DtN boundaries in y. Consider the DtN
boundary surface Γ = {(x, b) ∈ ∂Ω | x ∈ [0, L]} where ∂Ω represents the boundary of
Ω. Let us denote Γ = ∪Eˆeˆ=1Γeˆ where Γeˆ = Ωeˆ ∩ ∂Ω are nonoverlapping DtN boundary
surfaces on the local elements Ωeˆ containing the DtN boundary surfaces. We define a
dtn-to-local mapping array that contain the indices of the DtN surface nodes (i, j, eˆ)
to the local index (i, j, e) := dtn-to-local(i, j, eˆ). We note that DtN boundary nodes in
y fall on the index either with j = 0 or with j = N , which will be simply represented
by a fixed index as j = jb.










For the surface integration in Eq. (3.2.34) with Eqs. (3.2.23)–(3.2.24), we have




















































































Choosing υ = lˆi(ξ) with a different index set of iˆ on each Ω








































Here we note that seˆ,−pi is the complex conjugate of s
eˆ,p












idpx dx = seˆ,−pi . (3.3.48)
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where βp = β−p if α = 0; βp 6= β−p if α 6= 0 and no particular relation can be
found between βp and β−p in general. Here T eˆiˆi is a complex number so that we can
























Now, we can map the values of T eˆ
iˆi





for lˆ = iˆ + (N + 1)j
and l = i + (N + 1)j from the dtn-to-local mapping (ˆi, j, e) := dtn-to-local(ˆi, jb, eˆ)
and (i, j, e) := dtn-to-local(i, jb, eˆ). Similarly, {ueˆijb} can be mapped to the local data
{ueij}. Note that the entries of Te are zeros if the indices are not indicating the DtN
boundary nodes. Finally, we have Eq. (3.3.47) in the local representation form as
T N(u, υ) =
E∑
e=1
(υe)TTeue = vTTu = vT (Tr + iTi)u, (3.3.51)
where Tr and Ti represent the real and imaginary part of the complex matrix T.
Then we have the assembled representation of (3.3.51) as
T N(u, υ) = vTQTTQu = vT T¯u = vT (T¯r + iT¯i)u. (3.3.52)
Compute Matrix T: Now we discuss how to compute seˆ,pi in Eq. (3.3.49). Note that
these data are pre-computed only one time. One might apply the GLL quadrature for
the integrations when dp is small. However, for large dp, the GLL quadrature is not
accurate enough to capture the high frequency modes. One can consider the discrete
FFT algorithm since it is the pth component of the inverse DFFT of function li(ξ).
However, li(ξ) has only very small portion of compact support on Γ so that we can
compute it directly on its local compact support using refined GLL quadrature points
on each Γeˆ. Another approach is to use the relation to the Bessel function, which can
be more efficient than the other approach.
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In this chapter, we discuss the computation of seˆ,pi based on the Bessel function

































where J eˆs is the surface Jacobian on Γ
eˆ. In fact, each Γeˆ is represented by an interval
[xeˆmin, x
eˆ
max] with the coordinate transformation by x(ξ) = aˆeξ + bˆe with aˆe = (x
eˆ
max −




min)/2, so that J
eˆ
















Now we need to compute the two terms, (lˆi)m and q
p,eˆ
m , in (3.3.56). To compute (lˆi)m,



















L0(ξN) L1(ξN) · · · Lm(ξN)











and compute the inverse of the matrix L = [Lji] = [Li(ξj)] to obtain Lˆ = [Lˆmi] =
[(lˆi)m] = L
−1. To compute qp,eˆm , we recall that the Legendre Polynomials are related












jm(x) for x ∈ R, (3.3.59)


































3.3.5 Matrix Structures and Eigenvalues
In this section, we discuss a complete set of our SEM scheme with DtN boundary
condition, provided with the matrix structures and analysis for the operators. We
solve our solution in the form of a single real vector with the length of 2n expressed by
uN = [uNr , u
N
i ]
T where uNr and u
N
i represent real and imaginary part of the solution.
We first set the following matrices:
H˘ :=
 A− k2B O
O A− k2B




and the DtN boundary operator and the right-hand side for the boundary conditions









Our scheme in the assembled representation after applying the continuity and DtN
boundaries can be expressed as
H¯uN = F¯, (3.3.65)
where
H¯ :=
 A¯− (k2 − α2)B¯− 2αC¯ + T¯r T¯i
−T¯i A¯− (k2 − α2)B¯ + 2αC¯ + T¯r
 (3.3.66)
We demonstrate the matrix structures for the SEM operators in unassembled case
(3.3.63) in Figure 3.3, the matrices for different set of the boundary conditions in Fig-
ure 3.4, provided with their eigenvalue distributions on the right panels. In Table 3.1,
we demonstrate the condition numbers for the operators on the set of boundary con-
ditions.
Figure 3.3. Matrix structures H˘ & T˘ (unassembled): E = 3× 2, N = 3.
3.3.6 Computations
In this section, we describe the Generalized Minimum RESidual (GMRES) method
and provide the simple steps of our computation setup.
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(a) H¯ with DtN/DtN (top/bottom)














GMRES Algorithms: This algorithm approximates the solution of (3.3.73) based
on the form:
xm = x0 + Vmy, (3.3.67)
where Vm is an orthonormal basis for the Krylov subspace of dimension m defined by
Km = span{r0, Ar0, ..., Am−1r0}, (3.3.68)
where y ∈ Rm is determined to be the 2-norm of the residual rm = b−Axm is minimal
over Km. Let v1 = r0/β where β = ‖r0‖2. The residual rm associated with (3.3.73) is
rm = b− Axm = b− A(x0 + Vmy) (3.3.69)
= r0 − AVmy = r0 − Vm+1H¯my (3.3.70)
= βv1 − Vm+1H¯my (3.3.71)
= Vm+1(βe1 − H¯my). (3.3.72)
Computation Algorithms: We solve the sparce non Hermitian linear systems re-





 = f , (3.3.73)
where uNr and u
N
i represent real and imaginary solutions, respectively. We denote
our solution vector as uN = [uNr , u
N
i ]
T . In the linear system (3.3.73), our Helmholtz
operator H¯ is a square nonsingular 2n×2n real matrix and f is a real vector of length
2n.
1. Set the incident field
2. Set the normal directional derivative of the incident on the DTN boundary
3. Transform w = e−iαdu.
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4. Set a mask array for Dirichlet boundary conditions
5. Set boundary conditions on DtN boundaries
6. Compute DtN operator
7. Perform dssum for f
8. Perform GMRES iterations
9. Perform dssum for ax = H¯u
10. Transform back u = eiαdw.
3.4 Computational Results
In this section, we demonstrate computational results for acoustic time-harmonic
scattering problems in double-layer media. We consider example problems featured
with geometries in three groups, smooth flat structures with exact solutions, smooth
curved structures, and nonsmooth interface structures in double-layer media.
3.4.1 Smooth Flat Structures with Exact Solutions
In this section we consider DtN boundaries at the bottom and top in y. We
consider scattering problems that exist analytic solutions for arbitrary incident waves
and we validate our computational results, provided with convergence studies in com-
parison with the analytic solutions.
Double Layer: Consider 2pi-periodicity in x for (x, y) ∈ Ω = [0, 2pi] × [−1, 1] with
DtN boundaries at y = −1 and y = 1. We solve the numerical solution uN for the
total field on the mesh with E = 4 × 4. Figure 3.5(a) demonstrates the mesh with
the GLL grids for N = 8. The analytic solution for the total field and the incident
field are given as the following in Region 1 and Region 2:
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(a) Mesh and GLL grids: E = 4×4, N = 8
(b) Real part of the scattered field uNscat: α = 0.1 (left) and α = 1.0 (right)
(c) Imaginary part of the scattered field uNscat: α = 0.1 (left) and α = 1.0 (right)
Figure 3.5. Impedance on flat grating: k = 1.5 (yellow); k = 2.5 (blue);
DtN (top/bottom).
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(a) Flat Single Layer
(b) Flat Double Layer
Figure 3.6. Convergence, GMRES iteration counts, and mesh; E=4×4
and N = 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15.
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• Region 1: [0, 2pi]× [0, 1] with β =
√
k22 − α2.
uexactr (x, y) = cos(αx− βy) + c1 cos(αx+ βy) (3.4.1)
uexacti (x, y) = sin(αx− βy) + c1 sin(αx+ βy) (3.4.2)
uincr (x, y) = cos(αx− βy) (3.4.3)
uinci (x, y) = sin(αx− βy), (3.4.4)
where c1 =
kˆ2−kˆ1
(kˆ2−kˆ1) ; kˆ1 =
√
k21 − α2 and kˆ2 =
√
k22 − α2 with k1 = 2.5 and
k2 = 1.5.
• Region 2: [0, 2pi]× [−1, 0] with β =
√
k21 − α2.
uexactr (x, y) = d1 cos(αx− βy) (3.4.5)






k21 − α2 and kˆ2 =
√
k22 − α2 with k1 = 2.5 and
k2 = 1.5.
We examine the cases with varying incient angle α = 0.1 and α = 1.0. Figures 3.5(b)–
3.5(c) show our numerical solution for the scattered field. Figure 3.6 demonstrates the
convergence of our numerical solutions using the maximum errors for the scattered
field in the single- and double-layer media:
‖uexactscat − uNscat‖∞, (3.4.7)
where uexactscat = u
exact − uinc is the exact solution for the scattered field. They show
spectral convergence as N increases. Due to the condition number increasing as N
increases, our solution reaches to 1e-10 level at best when using the GMRES algorithm
with the interation count increasing up to ∼ 900 for N = 15 as demonstrated in
Figures 3.6(a)–3.6(b).
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3.4.2 Smooth Curved Structures
In this section, we consider DtN boundaries at the bottom and top in y. Due
to that there are no analytic solutions for these cases, we validate our results in
comparison to the results by the TFE method [19].
Double Layer: Consider 2pi-periodicity in x for (x, y) ∈ Ω = [0, 2pi] × [−1, 1] in-
cluding two different medium: Region 1= [0, 2pi] × [g(x), 1] and Region 2=[0, 2pi] ×
[−1, g(x)] where g(x) =  cos(x) with  = 0.1, with DtN boundaries at y = −1 and
y = 1. We solve the numerical solution uN for the total field on the mesh with
E = 4× 4.
Figure 3.7(a) demonstrates the mesh with the GLL grids for N = 8. T The
incident field are given as the following in Region 1:
uincr (x, y) = cos(αx− βy) (3.4.8)
uinci (x, y) = sin(αx− βy), (3.4.9)
where β =
√
k2 − α2. We examine the case of k = k1 = 1.5 on [0, 2pi]× [g(x), 1] and
with k = k2 = 2.5 on [0, 2pi]× [−1, g(x)] for varying incident angle with α = 0.1 and
α = 1.0.
Figures 3.7(b)–3.7(c) show our numerical solution for the scattered field. Fig-
ure 3.8 demonstrates the convergence of our numerical solutions using the maximum
errors for the scattered field in the single- and double-layer media in comparison with
the results by the TFE:
‖uTFEscat − uNscat‖∞, (3.4.10)
where uTFEscat = u
TFE − uinc is the exact solution for the scattered field. They show
spectral convergence as N increases. Due to the condition number increasing as N
increases, our solution reaches to 1e-10 level at best when using the GMRES algorithm
with the interation count increasing up to 1700 ∼ 1900 for N = 15 as demonstrated
in Figures 3.8(a)–3.8(b).
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(a) Mesh and GLL grids: E = 4×4, N = 8
(b) Real Part: α = 0.1 (left) and α = 1.0 (right)
(c) Imaginary Part: α = 0.1 (left) and α = 1.0 (right)
Figure 3.7. Impedance on curve grating: k = 1.5 (yellow); k = 2.5 (blue);
DtN (top/bottom).
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(a) Curve Single Layer
(b) Curve Double Layer
Figure 3.8. Convergence, GMRES iteration counts, and mesh; E=4×4
and N = 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15.
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3.4.3 Nonsmooth Interfaces for Double Layers
For nonsmooth interface structures in double-layer media, we consider rectangular-
shaped, isosceles triangle-shaped, and sawtooth-shaped gratings, provided with the
convergence using the energy defect [7–9,46].
Energy Defect: To diagnose the convergence of our algorithm we appeal to the well–
established energy conservation measure. We point out that outside the grooves, i.e.
in the domain
Ω0 := {y > |g|L∞}
⋃
{y < − |g|L∞},












In the case of real wavenumbers k± there is a principle of conservation of energy [46]
for the TE mode which can be expressed as∑
p∈U+
β+p
∣∣B+p ∣∣2 + ∑
p∈U−
β−p
∣∣B−p ∣∣2 = β+0 . (3.4.12)







u±(x, l)(∂yu±(x, l)) dx
}
, (3.4.13)





∣∣B+p ∣∣2 + ∑
p∈U−
β−p
∣∣B−p ∣∣2 = β+0 , (3.4.14)
where l1 > |g|L∞ and l2 < − |g|L∞ . Now we define the “energy defect” as the following




Double Layer: We consider 2pi-periodicity in x for (x, y) ∈ Ω = [0, 2pi] × [−1, 1]
including two different medium: Region 1= [0, 2pi]× [g(x), 1] and Region 2=[0, 2pi]×
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[−1, g(x)] where g(x) is defined for the rectangular-shaped, isosceles triangle-shaped,
and sawtooth-shaped interfaces as shown in Figures 3.4.3–3.4.3. We consider DtN
boundaries at y = −1 and y = 1 and solve the numerical solution uN for the total
field. We apply the incident field in the region [0, 2pi]× [g(x), 1] defined by
uincr (x, y) = cos(αx− βy) (3.4.16)
uinci (x, y) = sin(αx− βy), (3.4.17)
where β =
√
k2 − α2. We examine the case of k = k1 = 1.5 on [0, 2pi]× [g(x), 1] and
with k = k2 = 2.5 on [0, 2pi]× [−1, g(x)] for varying incident angle with α = 0.1 and
α = 1.0.
Figures 3.4.3–3.4.3 show our numerical solution for the scattered field. In Ta-
ble 3.2, we demonstrate the convergence of our numerical solutions using the energy
defect. They show spectral convergence as N increases with the GMRES interation
counts increasing up to 700 ∼ 1400 for N = 9.
3.5 Conclusion
We have developed spectral element method in combination with the DtN bound-
ary treatment for the Helmholtz operator describing acoustic scattering waves in
single- and double-layer media. We consider example problems for the geometries
with smooth flat structures, smooth curved structures, and nonsmooth interface
structures. We solve the discretized spectral element scheme using GMRES inter-
ation technique. We validate our computational results provided with convergence
studies in comparison with exact solutions, FTE solutions, and the energy defect
measure, demonstrating exponential convergence. To be more efficient with reduced
iterations, we consider developing preconditining technique based on a fast diagonal-
ization method as the future work.
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(a) Square: α = 0.0 (left) and α = 0.2 (right); (E,N) = (64, 7)
(b) Triangle: α = 0.0 (left) and α = 0.2 (right); (E,N)=(48,7)
(c) Sawtooth 2: α = 0.0 (left) and α = 0.2 (right); (E,N) = (48, 7)
Figure 3.9. Scattered fields (Real part).
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(a) Square: α = 0.0 (left) and α = 0.2 (right); (E,N) = (64, 7)
(b) Triangle: α = 0.0 (left) and α = 0.2 (right); (E,N) = (48, 7)
(c) Sawtooth 2: α = 0.0 (left) and α = 0.2 (right); (E,N) = (48, 7)
Figure 3.10. Scattered fields (Imaginary part).
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Table 3.2
Convergence of the energy defect error ε.
Model A: Square
Normal Incident Oblique Incident





5 0.713931E-06 447 5 0.701378E-06 638
7 0.496637E-09 704 7 0.488022E-09 1001
9 0.793883E-12 998 9 0.139609E-11 1412
Model B: Triangle
Normal Incident Oblique Incident





5 0.481138E-04 321 5 0.470743E-04 349
7 0.135466E-06 515 7 0.131819E-06 556
9 0.208358E-09 728 9 0.187316E-09 782
Model C: Sawtooth
Normal Incident Oblique Incident





5 0.474567E-04 359 5 0.464225E-04 368
7 0.133787E-06 563 7 0.130213E-06 574
9 0.194617E-09 803 9 0.182961E-09 813
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CHAPTER 4. A NEW SPECTRAL METHOD FOR NUMERICAL
SOLUTION OF THE UNBOUNDED ROUGH SURFACE
SCATTERING PROBLEM
In this chapter, a new spectral method is presented for solving the unbounded rough
surface scattering problem, which is referred to as a non-local perturbation of an
infinite plane surface such that the whole surface lies within a finite distance of
the original plane. The method uses a transformed field expansion to reduce the
boundary value problem with a complex scattering surface into a successive sequence
of transmission problems of the Helmholtz equation with a plane surface. Hermite
orthonormal basis functions are used to further simply the transmission problems
to fully decoupled one-dimensional two-point boundary value problems with piece-
wise constant wavenumbers, which can be solved efficiently by a Legendre-Galerkin
method. Numerical examples are presented for both the rough surface scattering
and the plane surface scattering, where the analytic solution is available. Ample nu-
merical results presented in the dissertation indicate that the new spectral method
is efficient, accurate, and well suited to solve the scattering problem by unbounded
rough surfaces.
4.1 Introduction
The phenomenon of acoustic and electromagnetic scattering by unbounded rough
surfaces has received much attention from both the engineering and mathematical
communities for its important applications in a wide range of scientific areas, such
as modeling acoustic and electromagnetic wave propagation over outdoor ground and
sea surfaces, optical scattering from the surface of materials in near-field optics or
nano-optics, detection of underwater mines, especially those buried in soft sediments.
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An unbounded rough surface is referred to as a non-local perturbation of an infinite
plane surface such that the whole surface lies within a finite distance of the original
plane. Due to the non-locally perturbed scattering surfaces, precise modeling and
accurate computing present challenging mathematical and computational questions.
The uniqueness for the scattering by infinite rough surfaces was studied by Chandler-
Wilde and Zhang [48]. The well-posedness of the rough surface scattering prob-
lems for the Helmholtz equation was investigated by Chandler-Wilde and Monk [49],
Chanlder-Wilde et al. [50], and Lechleiter and Ritterbusch [51], Li and Shen [52], who
considered variational approaches to solve a two- or three-dimensional rough surface
scattering problem which models the time-harmonic acoustic wave scattering by a
layer of homogeneous or inhomogeneous medium above a sound soft rough surface.
In the work by Li et al. [53], the scattering problem was considered for the vector form
of Maxwell’s equations with dielectric surfaces, which models the time-harmonic elec-
tromagnetic wave by three layers of inhomogeneous medium with two infinite rough
surfaces. In addition, the two-dimensional scalar model problem was considered by
integral equation methods, where it assumes that the medium is homogeneous and
the surface is the graph of a sufficiently smooth bounded function, when the boundary
integral equation methods are applicable, e.g., Chandler-Wilde et al. [54, 55], Zhang
and Chandler-Wilde [56, 57], and DeSanto and Martin [58–60]. We refer to Ritter-
busch [61], Chandler-Wilde and Elschner [62] for related scattering problems where
Sobolev spaces were studied for unbounded domains. Besides, a considerable amount
of information is available for the solutions of the rough surface scattering problems
by using approximate, asymptotic, or statistical methods, see, e.g., the reviews and
monographs by Ogilvy [20], Voronovich [21], Saillard and Sentenac [22], Warnick and
Chew [23], DeSanto [24], Elfouhaily and Guerin [25], and references cited therein.
Despite the large amount of work done so far, we are not aware of any efficient and
accurate numerical method for solving the scattering problem by unbounded rough
surfaces.
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The present work is concerned with the numerical solution for the unbounded
rough surface scattering problem. Specifically, we study the acoustic wave propaga-
tion problem of the two-dimensional Helmholtz equation with an unbounded pene-
trable scattering surface. We consider the scattering of a time-harmonic wave field,
generated from a point source, incident on an infinite rough surface from the top,
where the spaces above and below the scattering surface are filled with some ho-
mogeneous absorbing materials, which accounts for the dielectric permittivity with
positive imaginary part. The scattering phenomenon is modeled as a boundary value
problem for acoustic wave propagation governed by the two-dimensional Helmholtz
equation with transparent boundary conditions proposed on plane surfaces confining
the scattering surface. Under the assumption that scattering rough surface is a suffi-
ciently small and smooth deformation of a plane surface, we use the transformed field
expansion to reduce the two-dimensional Helmholtz equation with complex scattering
surface into a successive sequence of the transmission problems with a plane interface
and piecewise constant wavenumbers. We use Hermite orthonormal basis functions,
which plays the role of Fourier transform mathematically, to handle the difficulty from
the infinite domain in horizontal direction, and further reduce the two-dimensional
transmission problems into fully decoupled one-dimensional two-point boundary value
problems, which are solved by a Legendre-Galerkin method. Numerical examples are
considered for both the rough surface scattering and the plane surface scattering,
where the analytic solution is available. Numerical errors are reported for the per-
turbation parameter and the wavenumbers, and for the truncation in the horizontal
direction of the Hermite expansion, in the vertical direction of the Legendre expan-
sion, and in transformed field power series expansion.
For boundary perturbation methods, we refer to a series of papers by Bruno
and Reitich [63–65], Nicholls and Reitich [66], and references cited therein, for the
rigorous mathematical and numerical analysis for solving some diffraction grating
and obstacle scattering problems. An improved boundary perturbation algorithm,
termed as transformed field expansion, was proposed by Nicholls and Reitich [67],
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where a change of variables was done first to flatten the shape of the scattering surface
and then followed by the boundary perturbation technique. The transformed field
expansion method was shown to be accurate, stable, and robust even at high order,
see, e.g., Nicholls and Shen [68] and Fang et al. [69] for solving the two- and three-
dimensional bounded obstacle scattering problems. Recently, He et al. [70] developed
an efficient and stable spectral method for the two-dimensional Helmholtz equation
in a two-layered periodic structure, where a Legendre-Galerkin approximation was
used to solve the reduced one-dimensional problems.
The outline of this chapter is as follows. In Section § 4.1, a mathematical model
is introduced for the two-dimensional unbounded rough surface scattering problem
which is formulated into a boundary value problem by using a transparent boundary
condition. Section § 4.2 is devoted to the transformed field expansion which reduces
the scattering problem of the two-dimensional Helmholtz equation with a complex
scattering surface into a sequence of the transmission problems with a plane inter-
face. In Section § 4.3, numerical approximations are considered for the transmission
problems, where the Hermite orthonormal basis functions are used to decouple the
two-dimensional problems into a sequence of one-dimensional problems which are
then solved by a Legendre-Galerkin method. Numerical examples are presented to
demonstrate the efficiency and accuracy of the proposed method in Section § 4.4. The
paper is concluded with some general remarks and directions for future research in
Section § 4.5.
4.2 Mathematical Model for Rough Surface Scattering
In this section, we shall introduce a mathematical model and define some notation
for the scattering problem by an unbounded rough surface. Let the scattering surface
be described by the curve S = {(x, y) : y = f(x), x ∈ R} with a bounded and















Figure 4.1. Problem geometry. A wave from the point source at (x0, y0) is
incident on the scattering surface S from the top. The spaces Ω+f (above
S) and Ω−f (below S) are filled with materials whose wavenumbers are
constants κ+ and κ−, respectively.
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embedded in the strip
Ω = {(x, y) ∈ R2 : y− < y < y+} = R× (y−, y+),
where y− is a negative constant and y+ is a positive constant. Let Ω+f = {(x, y) : y >
f(x)} and Ω−f = {(x, y) : y < f(x)} be filled with materials whose wavenumbers are
constants κ+ and κ−, respectively. In fact, the wavenumber satisfies κ2± = ω
2µε±,
where ω is the angular frequency, µ is the magnetic permeability which is assumed
to be a constant everywhere, and ε± is the electric permittivity in Ω±f . In this work,
the electric permittivity ε± are assumed to be two complex numbers with positive
imaginary parts. The condition Imκ2± > 0 physically accounts for energy absorption
and mathematically ensures the existence and uniqueness of the solution. We also
denote by Γ+ = {y = y+} and Γ− = {y = y−} the top and bottom boundaries of the
domain Ω.
Suppose that a wave generated from a point source is incident on S from the
top. Explicitly, the point incident field is taken as the fundamental solution of the
Helmholtz equation in Ω+, i.e.,





0 (κ+|(x, y)− (x0, y0)|) , (4.2.1)
where H
(1)
0 is the Hankel function of first kind with order zero, (x, y) is the observation
point, and (x0, y0) is a given source point in Ω+. Clearly the incident field satisfies
the two dimensional Helmholtz equation:
∆uinc(x, y) + κ2+u
inc(x, y) = −δ(x− x0)δ(y − y0) in R2,
where δ is the Dirac delta function.
The scattering of time harmonic electromagnetic waves in the transverse electric
case can also be modeled by the two dimensional Helmholtz equation:
∆u(x, y) + κ2u(x, y) = −δ(x− x0)δ(y − y0) in R2, (4.2.2)
where the wavenumber
κ =
 κ+ in Ω+f ,κ− in Ω−f .
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Due to the unbounded scattering surface, the usual Sommerfeld radiation condition
is no longer valid. The radiation condition that we impose is the boundedness of u as
y tends to infinity. More precisely, we insist that u is composed of bounded outgoing
waves in Ω+ and Ω− plus the incident wave uinc in Ω+.










± − |ξ|2 with Imβ±(ξ) > 0.
Following [52], we can deduce a transparent boundary condition on Γ±:
∂yu = T±u+ ρ± on Γ±, (4.2.3)
where
ρ+ = ∂yu
inc − T+uinc and ρ− = 0. (4.2.4)
Next we reformulate the scattering problem (4.2.2) and (4.2.3) into a transmission
problem, to which we will apply the transformed field expansion [67]. Denote Ω± =
Ω±f ∩ Ω, as seen in Figure 6.1. Consider the Helmholtz equation (4.2.2) in Ω±:
∆u± + κ2±u
± = 0 in Ω±. (4.2.5)
Recall the non-local transparent boundary conditions (4.2.3)
∂yu
± = T±u± + ρ± on Γ±. (4.2.6)
Following from the jump conditions, we obtain that the field and its normal derivative
are continuous across the scattering surface S, i.e.,
u+(x, f(x)) = u−(x, f(x)), (4.2.7)
∂nu
+(x, f(x)) = ∂nu
−(x, f(x)), (4.2.8)
where n = (n1, n2)




1 + [f ′(x)]2
and n2 = − 1√
1 + [f ′(x)]2
.
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Hence, the transmission problem is to find the fields u+ and u−, which satisfy
the Helmholtz equation (4.2.5), the boundary condition (4.2.6), and the continuity
conditions (4.2.7) and (4.2.8). It was shown in Li and Shen [52] that the transmission
problem has a unique weak solution; furthermore, an analytic solution as an infinite
series is deduced under the assumption that the scattering surface S is a sufficiently
small and smooth deformation of a plane surface.
4.3 Transformed Field Expansion
The transformed field expansion method, as applied to the unbounded rough
surface scattering, begins with the change of variables:





, f < y < y+,
and





, y− < y < f,
which maps the perturbed domains Ω+ and Ω− to unperturbed strip domains D+ =
{(x, y) ∈ R2 : 0 < y < y+} and D− = {(x, y) ∈ R2 : y− < y < 0}, respectively.
We now seek to restate the transmission problem (4.2.5)–(4.2.8) in these transformed
coordinates. It is easy to verify the differentiation rules












for f < y < y+, and












for y− < y < f .
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Introduce new functions w+(x1, y1) = u
+(x, y) and w−(x2, y2) = u−(x, y) under
the transformation. It can be verified after tedious but straightforward calculations
















± = 0 in D±, (4.3.1)
where
c±1 = (y± − f)2,
c±2 = [f
′(y± − y)]2 + y2+,
c±3 = −2f ′(y± − y)(y± − f),
c±4 = −(y± − y)[f ′′(y± − f) + 2(f ′)2].










The continuity conditions (4.2.7) and (4.2.8) reduce to












Now, we use a classical boundary perturbation argument. We assume that the
scattering surface S is a sufficiently small perturbation of the flat plane, i.e., f = εg
with ε sufficiently small. We consider the formal expansions of w± in a power series
of ε:





Substituting f = εg into c±j and inserting the above expansions into (4.3.1), we may


























































The non-local boundary conditions (4.3.2) become
∂yw
±
k − T±w±k = ρ±k , y = y±, (4.3.7)
where





















k−1, k = 2, 3, . . . ,







T−w−k−1, k = 1, 2, . . . .
The continuity conditions (4.3.3) and (4.3.4) at the interface y = 0 reduce to
w+k (x, 0)− w−k (x, 0) = 0, (4.3.8)
∂yw
+
k (x, 0)− ∂yw−k (x, 0) = hk, (4.3.9)
where














k−1, k = 1, 2, . . . .
Note that the Helmholtz problem (4.3.6) for the current terms w±k involve some non-
homogeneous terms v±k , ρ
±
k , and hk, which only depend on previous two terms w
±
k−1
and w±k−2. Thus, the transmission problem (4.3.6)–(4.3.9) in rectangular domains D±
indeed can be solved efficiently in a recursive manner starting from k = 0.
A main difficulty in numerically solving the transmission problem (4.3.6)–(4.3.9)
is how to treat the non-local boundary conditions in (4.3.7). It is shown in [52] that
by taking the Fourier transform in x, the boundary conditions (4.3.7) become local
in the Fourier frequency space. Indeed, dropping the subscript k for simplicity of
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+ (κ2± − ξ2)wˆ± = vˆ±. (4.3.10)
The non-local boundary conditions (4.3.7) become:
∂ywˆ
± ∓ iβ±wˆ± = ρˆ±, (4.3.11)
which is local in the Fourier variable ξ. The continuity conditions reduce to
wˆ+(ξ, 0)− wˆ−(ξ, 0) = 0, (4.3.12)
∂ywˆ
+(ξ, 0)− ∂ywˆ−(ξ, 0) = hˆ. (4.3.13)
We observe that for each ξ ∈ R, the problem (4.3.10)–(4.3.13) is an one-dimensional
two-point boundary value problem whose solution can expressed analytically [52].
However, these analytic expressions are of limited use in practice, since the solution
is expressed in the Fourier variable ξ which can not readily converted to the physical
variable x due to the lack of discrete Fourier transform in R. In the next section, we
use orthonormal Hermit basis functions which play the role of the Fourier transform
numerically and allow us to reduce the two-dimensional problem (4.3.6)–(4.3.9) into
a sequence of one-dimensional problems that can be solved efficiently and accurately
by a Legendre-Galerkin method.
4.4 Approximation by Hermit Functions
In this section, we consider the approximation to the transmission problem (4.3.10)
– (4.3.13). We use the Hermite orthonormal functions for the horizontal x-direction,
and the Legendre-Galerkin method for the reduced one-dimensional problem in the
vertical y-direction.
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4.4.1 Hermite Orthonormal Basis
Denote by Hm(x) the Hermite polynomial of degree m on R for m = 0, 1, 2, · · · .








where δmk is the Dirac delta function. The sequence of Hermite polynomials satisfies
the recursion
Hm+1(x) = 2xHm(x)− 2mHm−1(x) (4.4.2)
and the identity
H ′m(x) = 2mHm−1(x). (4.4.3)









It follows from (4.4.1) that the Hermite functions form an orthonormal basis of the
Hilbert space L2(R), i.e., ∫
R
ψm(x)ψk(x)dx = δmk. (4.4.4)











ψ′m(x) = −xψm(x) +
√
2mψm−1(x). (4.4.6)
The following result plays a key role in our algorithm presented below. We refer
to Duoandikoetxea [71] (cf. page 22) for the proof.
Lemma 4.4.1 The Hermite function ψm is the eigenfunction of the Fourier transform








































































The continuity conditions (4.3.12) and (4.3.13) reduce to
∞∑
m=0

















Define a diagonal matrix D = diag((−i)0, (−i)1, (−i)2, . . . , (−i)m, . . . ) and vectors
w±(y) = D · (w±0 (y), w±1 (y), . . . , w±m(y), . . . )>,
v±(y) = D · (v±0 (y), v±1 (y), . . . , v±m(y), . . . )>,
ρ± = D · (ρ±0 , ρ±1 , . . . , ρ±m, . . . )>,
h = D · (h1, h2, . . . , hm, . . . )>.
We also define matrices A = (aij) and S










In fact, it follows from (4.4.4) and (4.4.5) that the matrix A is symmetric and has
only three nonzero diagonals with entries given by:
aij =
√













Multiplying the Hermite basis function and integrating in R, we may rewrite
(4.4.7) into the matrix form:
d2w±(y)
dy2
+ (κ2±I − A)w±(y) = v±(y), (4.4.11)
where I is the identity matrix. The boundary conditions (6.1.11) can be written as
dw±(y±)
dy
− S±w±(y±) = ρ±. (4.4.12)
The continuity conditions (4.4.9) and (4.4.10) can be written as









Therefore, we have reformulated (4.3.10)–(4.3.13) as a coupled infinite system
(4.4.11)-(4.4.14). We shall prove below that A and S± commute, namely
AS± = S±A. (4.4.15)
Therefore, A and S± can be simultaneously diagonalized, and consequently, the sys-
tem (4.4.11)–(4.4.14) can be decoupled.
We now prove (4.4.15) through a sequence of lemmas below.













Proof We prove this lemma by the method of induction. First, without loss of
generality, we may assume g1 is a constant function, e.g., g1 = 1. By the orthogonality




















Next we show the same property holds for g1(ξ) = ξ. Using the recursion (4.4.5)

























































Now we may assume that (4.4.16) holds for any polynomial g1(ξ) with degree less
than or equal to n, we need to show that it also holds for any polynomial g1(ξ) with
degree n + 1. Here we can assume g1(ξ) has no constant term, as (4.4.16) is proved
for any constant function of g1. Then we can write g1(ξ) = ξf(ξ), where f(ξ) is a
polynomial of degree n.





























































































It follows from the method of induction that (4.4.16) holds for any polynomials.
Denote by 〈·, ·〉 and (·, ·) the inner products in l2 and L2, respectively. Let
u = [u0, u1, . . . ]








We have the following useful lemma.
Lemma 4.4.3 For any integer k ≥ 0, it holds
〈Ak u, v〉 = (x2ku(x), v(x)). (4.4.17)
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Proof We prove this lemma by the method of induction. Clearly, it follows from the
definitions of the inner products in l2 and L2 that the identity (4.4.17) is satisfied,
i.e.,
〈u, v〉 = (u(x), v(x)).
So, we first prove the identity (4.4.17) is satisfied for k = 1. It follows from the























ui vj aji = 〈Au, v〉.
We assume that (4.4.17) is satisfied for some integer k > 1, i.e.,
〈(A)ku, v〉 = (x2ku(x), v(x)).
Next we show that (4.4.17) is satisfied for the integer k+1. By definitions and Lemma
4.4.2 , we have






































(Au)m 〈Akem, v〉 = 〈Ak
∞∑
m=0
(Au)mem, v〉 = 〈Ak Au, v〉 = 〈Ak+1 u, v〉,
where em is the unit vector, whose m
th component is one and others are zeros. There-
fore, the identity (4.4.17) is satisfied for any integer k ≥ 0.













Proof Since κ± are given complex numbers and g±(ξ) are analytic on the whole real








ξk for all real ξ. (4.4.19)
It follows from (4.4.17) that we have

































which completes the proof.
Hence, (4.4.15) is a direct consequence of the above lemma.
4.4.2 Finite Dimensional Approximation
We now construct a finite dimensional approximation to (4.4.11)–(4.4.14) which
can be decoupled by simultaneous diagonalization. We note that while the infinite
matrices A and S± commute (cf. (4.4.15)), a direct truncation does not preserve the
commutativity (cf. Remark 4.4.1) which is essential for the decoupling.
Define a finite dimensional subspace of L2(R):
XM = span{ψ0, ψ1, . . . , ψM}.
Numerically, we shall seek the solution in the finite dimensional subspaceXM . Assume






Define a diagonal matrix DM = diag((−i)0, (−i)1, (−i)2, . . . , (−i)M) and vectors
w±M(y) = DM · (w±0 (y), w±1 (y), . . . , w±M(y))>,
v±M(y) = DM · (v±0 (y), v±1 (y), . . . , v±M(y))>,
ρ±M = DN · (ρ±0 , ρ±1 , . . . , ρ±M)>,
hM = DM · (h1, h2, . . . , hM)>.










Remark 4.4.1 We observe that the matrices S±M are not simply the truncation of









However, the difference between S±M and (S
±)M are high order terms which converge
to zero as M increases.
Then, our finite dimensional approximation to (4.4.11)–(4.4.14) is as follows:
d2w±M(y)
dy2
+ (κ2±IM − AM)w±M(y) = v±M(y), (4.4.21)
with the boundary conditions
dw±M(y±)
dy
− S±Mw±M(y±) = ρ±M , (4.4.22)
and the continuity conditions








= hM . (4.4.24)
Note that the above system of (M+1) equations is coupled together by the matrices
AM and S
±
M . In order to decouple the above system, we need to show the following
result:
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Theorem 4.4.1 The matrices AM and S
±
M are simultaneously diagonalizable. More-




κ2± − λj, 0 ≤ j ≤M. (4.4.25)
Proof By definition, AM is a real symmetric matrix. Hence, there exists an M ×M
orthonormal matrix QM such that
Q>MAMQM = ΛM ,
where ΛM is an M ×M diagonal matrix.





























M = diag{σ±0 , σ±1 , · · · , σ±M}., (4.4.27)
Moreover, (4.4.25) is a direct consequence of the above and (4.4.19).
By Theorem 4.4.1, the matrices S±M and AM can be simultaneously diagonalized
by the same orthogonal matrix QM , i.e., there exist an orthonormal matrix QM and
two M ×M diagonal matrices ΛM and ΣM such that























M , h˜M = Q
>
MhM .
Multiplying Q>M on both sides of (4.4.21) and using the simultaneous diagonalization
property, we deduce a fully decoupled system of M + 1 equations:
d2w˜±M(y)
dy2
+ (κ2±IM − ΛM)w˜±M(y) = v˜±M(y), (4.4.28)
with the boundary conditions
dw˜±M(y±)
dy
− Σ±Mw˜±M(y±) = ρ˜±M , (4.4.29)
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and the continuity conditions








= h˜M . (4.4.31)
Once w˜±M is obtained by solving the above decoupled two-point boundary value
problem (4.4.28)–(4.4.31), we can compute w±M = QMw˜
±
M .
Remark 4.4.2 We observe that, in practice, it is not required to generate the matrix
S±M explicitly, since all we need is the diagonal matrix Σ
±
M whose elements can be
computed by using (4.4.25).
4.4.3 Legendre-Galerkin Approximation
The problem (4.4.28)–(4.4.31) consists of a sequence of decoupled two-point bound-
ary value problem which can be solved, for example, by the Legendre-Galerkin method
[72]. In this section, we briefly discuss the Legendre-Galerkin method to solve the
following two-point boundary value model problem, and refer to the book by Shen et
al. [73] for more detail.
Consider the second-order ordinary differential equation
d2u±(y)
dy2
+ η±u±(y) = v±(y), (4.4.32)
together with the boundary conditions on y = y±
du±(y±)
dy
− σ±u±(y±) = ρ±, (4.4.33)
and the continuity conditions








The above one-dimensional transmission problem (4.4.32)–(4.4.35) is exactly the
same as the one studied in [70], and can be efficiently solved by using a Legendre-
Galerkin method (cf. [72]) described in detail in Section 4 of [70]. With a suitable
choice of basis functions, the Legendre-Galerkin method leads to a sequence of sparse
linear system which can be inverted in O(N) operations, where N is the number of
unknowns in the Legendre expansion.
4.4.4 The Complete Algorithm
We now summarize the complete algorithm and its computational complexity.
Given problem parameters: wave numbers (κ+, κ−), perturbation width ε, we
choose the numerical parameters: M to be the number of Hermite expansion in the
horizontal x direction, N to be the number of Legendre expansion in the vertical y
direction, and K to be the number of Taylor expansion retained in the perturbation












Therefore, the numerical algorithm is to compute the coefficients set {w±m,n,k} for
m = 0, ...,M, n = 0, ..., N , and k = 0, ..., K, which can be summarized as follows:
Pre-computation: (independent of wavenumbers κ±)
1. Compute the Hermit Gauss points {xn}n=0,...,M , Legendre-Gaussian-Lobatto
collocation points {y+n }n=0,...,N on interval [0, y+] and {y−n }n=0,...,N on interval
[y−, 0]; (O(N) +O(M) flops)
2. Compute the matrix AM , and its eigenpair (QM ,ΛM). (O(M
2) flops)
Then, for each incident wave:
1. Compute Σ±M through (4.4.25);
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2. for k = 1 : K do
for m = 1 : M do
Solve each one dimensional problem to obtain {w±m,n,k} for n = 0, ..., N
end for
end for
3. Calculate u±(x, y) through (4.4.36).
The computational complexity for each k in Step 2 is of order O(M2N) which comes
from the matrix-matrix multiplications involving the eigenmatrix QM . Hence, the
total computational complexity is of order O(M2NK).
4.5 Numerical Experiments
In this section, we shall present some numerical experiments to demonstrate the
efficiency and accuracy of the proposed method. Two cases are considered; one is a
plane surface scattering, where the analytic solution is available and can be used for
accuracy test of the numerical solution, and another is rough surface scattering.
4.5.1 Plane Surface Scattering
In [74], the fundamental solution is introduced for the two-dimensional Helmholtz
equation in a two-layered medium. For the observation point x = (x1, x2) and source
point y = (y1, y2), the fundamental solution of Helmholtz equation in a two-layered
background medium in R2 satisfies
∆G(x,y) + κ2(x)G(x,y) = −δ(x− y),








κ1 for x2 > 0,
κ2 for x2 < 0.
Denote β2i = κ
2
i − ξ2 with Imβi ≥ 0. It follows from the Fourier transform that the
fundamental solution is given by
G(x,y) =

Ψ(1)(x,y) + Φ1(x,y) for x2 > 0, y2 > 0,
Ψ(2)(x,y) + Φ2(x,y) for x2 < 0, y2 < 0,
Ψ(3)(x,y) for x2 > 0, y2 < 0,






































and Φi is the fundamental solution of the Helmholtz equation in homogeneous back-






0 (κi|x− y|), i = 1, 2.
Here H
(1)
0 is the Hankel function of the first kind with order zero.
We consider the case where the surface is a plane, i.e., f(x) = 0. We can compare
numerical solution with the analytic solution given above. Recall that the point
(x0; y0) is where the source is placed. In this section, we always assume the point
source is placed at (x0; y0) = (0.0; 1.5) and the transparent boundaries are put at
y+ = 1 and y− = −1.
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First, we investigate the convergence of the series solution in the horizontal x
direction. We fix N = 40 and vary M with four different wavenumber cases:
Case1 : (κ+, κ−) = (10.5 + 1.0i, 20.5 + 1.0i),
Case2 : (κ+, κ−) = (1.5 + 1.0i, 2.5 + 1.0i),
Case3 : (κ+, κ−) = (10.5 + 0.5i, 20.5 + 0.5i),
Case4 : (κ+, κ−) = (1.5 + 0.5i, 2.5 + 0.5i).
The results are shown in Figure 4.2 (left), which plots the L2(Ω) error of the numerical
solution again the number of truncation in the x-direction M . From the results, we
can observe that the numerical solutions converge exponentially as M is increased.
We point out that the wavenumbers with large real and small imaginary values require
much larger M in order to maintain the same order of accuracy. However, for those
wavenumbers with either big real and imaginary values or small real and imaginary
values, e.g., Case 1 and Case 4, the impact of the imaginary value of the wavenumber
will eventually affect the numerical accuracy.
Next, we investigate the convergence of the series solution in vertical y-direction.
In this test, we only vary the parameter N , and take a sufficiently large M , e.g.,
M = 160, such that the approximation error is negligibly small in the x-direction.
We consider the same four cases as the previous investigation. The results are shown
in Figure 4.2 (right), which plot the L2(Ω) error of the numerical solution against
the number of truncation in the y-direction N . Again, we notice an exponential
convergence as N is increased, and that the wavenumbers with large real and small
imaginary values require much larger N to reach the same level of accuracy. Similarly,
for the wavenumbers with either big real and imaginary values or small real and
imaginary values, e.g., Case 1 and Case 4, the impact of the imaginary value of the
wavenumber will eventually affect the numerical accuracy.
Finally, we investigate the convergence of the series solution with respect to the
wavenumber. We fix the real part of κ±, e.g., Re(κ+) = 1.5 and Re(κ−) = 2.5, and
vary both of the imaginary parts of κ± from 0.1 to 1. The results are displayed in
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Figure 4.2. The L2(Ω) error of the numerical solution is plotted against
the number of truncation terms for flat surface scattering. (left) The
error is plotted against the truncation term in the horizontal x-direction
M ; (right) The error is plotted against the truncation term in the vertical
y-direction N .
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Imaginary part of κ±
 
 

















Figure 4.3. The L2(Ω) error of the numerical solution is plotted against
the wavenumbers for flat surface scattering. (left) The error is plotted
against the real parts of the wavenumbers; (right) The error is plotted
against the imaginary parts of the wavenumbers.
Figure 4.3 (left) for fixed M = 200 and N = 80. Then we fix the imaginary part of
κ±, e.g., Im(κ+) = 1 and Im(κ−) = 1, and vary both of the real parts of κ± from
Re(κ+) = 1 to 20 and Re(κ−) = 2Re(κ+). The result are displayed in Figure 4.3
(right) with fixed truncation terms M = 200 and N = 80. As expected, the error
decreases as the imaginary part of the wavenumber increases, while the error increases
as the real part of the wavenumber increases.
4.5.2 Rough Surface Scattering
In this subsection, we will investigate the case of rough surface scattering and
determine how the numerical accuracy depends on the parameter K, i.e., the term in
the series solution. We will fix the parameters M and N such that the approximation
error is negligibly small in terms of M and N . To test the convergence of the method,





First, we consider the wavenumber data set of Case 2, i.e., (κ+, κ−) = (1.5 +
1.0i, 2.5+1.0i) and choose the function g1(x) = cos(x) to represent the rough surface.
We fix ε = 0.1, M = 100, N = 30, and vary K from 1 to 16. The convergent result is
displayed in the column of Test 1 in Table 4.1 . We also change ε from 0.2 to 0.8. The
convergent results with respect to different ε are displayed in Figure 4.4, which plots
the relative L2(Ω) error EK against the number of truncation in the series solution
K. From the results in Figure 4.4, we can observe that the convergence rate highly
depends on the value of ε when fixing all the other parameters, and smaller ε leads
to faster convergence with a few iterations.


























Figure 4.4. Relative L2(Ω) error is plotted against the number of trunca-
tion K in the series solution.
Second, we still consider the same wavenumber data set of Case 2, i.e., (κ+, κ−) =
(1.5 + 1.0i, 2.5 + 1.0i), choose the same truncation terms M = 100 and N = 30, and
vary K from 1 to 16. We choose the function g2(x) = cos(4x)+2 cos(2x)+4 cos(x) for
the rough surface with two different values of parameter ε: ε1 = 0.1 and ε2 = 0.1/7
such that max{ε2g2(x)} = 0.1. The convergent results are displayed in the column
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Test 2 and Test 3 in Table 4.1. The convergence for Test 2, corresponding to larger
perturbation parameter ε1 = 0.1, is much slower than the convergence for Test 3,
corresponding to smaller perturbation parameter ε2 = 0.1/7.
Next, we consider the wavenumber data set of Case 1, i.e., (κ+, κ−) = (10.5 +
1.0i, 20.5 + 1.0i) for the same M = 160, N = 30, and vary K from 1 to 16. The rough
surface is chosen as g1(x) = cos(x) and ε = 0.1. The convergent results are displayed
in the column Test 4 in Table 4.1.
From those results displayed in Table 4.1, we can observe that for Test 1 and Test
2, although we consider the same wave numbers (κ+, κ−), parameters (M, N) and
same value of ε but with different profiles g1(x) and g2(x), the convergence rate of
Test 1 is apparently much faster than that of Test 2. The reason is because the real
profile of the surface is f(x) = εg(x), but the max |g2(x)| is almost seven times of
max |g1(x)|, so when we decrease the value of ε to 0.1/7 in Test 3, we can see that
the convergence rate of Test 1 and Test 3 are almost the same as we increase K.
Therefore the maximum height of the perturbed profile plays more important role on
the convergence of our numerical algorithm than its shape, which is also consistent
with the results in Figure 4.4. Comparing the results of Test 1 and Test 4, we can
observe that Test 4 with large wave numbers converges much slower than Test 1 with
small wave numbers. So we can conclude that the value of the wavenumber is also
another important factor on the convergence rate.
Finally, we consider three different examples given in Table 4.2. The contour plot
of the total field are displayed in Figure 4.5, Figure 4.6, and Figure 5.4, respectively.
4.6 Conclusion
We constructed and implemented a new spectral method for solving the two-
dimensional acoustic wave scattering problem by unbounded rough surfaces. The
main difficulty of the problem is that the non-local boundary conditions prevent us
from decoupling the two-dimensional system to a sequence of one-dimensional prob-
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Table 4.1
Convergence test for different wavenumbers and perturbation parameter
ε for rough surface scattering.
K Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Test 4
1 1.0E+00 1.0E+00 1.0E+00 1.0E+00
2 1.09E-01 5.71E-01 8.68E-02 6.07E-01
3 1.14E-02 3.03E-01 4.03E-03 3.83E-01
4 8.67E-04 3.56E-01 9.33E-04 3.71E-01
5 1.75E-04 3.74E-01 1.33E-04 1.27E-01
6 2.47E-05 9.12E-02 1.00E-05 1.87E-01
7 7.31E-07 8.15E-02 3.73E-07 9.91E-02
8 1.14E-07 1.01E-01 1.15E-07 9.27E-02
9 2.51E-08 3.29E-02 1.00E-08 6.64E-02
10 2.69E-09 3.64E-02 6.76E-10 3.22E-02
11 1.41E-10 5.20E-02 1.28E-10 3.89E-02
12 2.91E-11 2.80E-02 1.58E-11 1.57E-02
13 4.11E-12 1.03E-02 8.80E-13 1.99E-02
14 2.93E-13 2.18E-02 1.51E-13 1.25E-02
15 1.70E-14 1.56E-02 2.40E-14 8.52E-03
16 5.01E-15 4.49E-03 2.00E-15 8.26E-03
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Table 4.2
Three test examples for rough surface scattering.
Test (κ+, κ−) ε g(x) (M, N, K)
Case 5 (1.5 + 1.0i, 2.5 + 1.0i) 0.1 g1(x) (100, 30, 20)
Case 6 (5.5 + 1.0i, 10.5 + 1.0i) 0.2 g1(x) (160, 30, 20)




































Figure 4.5. Contour plot of the total field for Case 5. (left) real part of








































Figure 4.6. Contour plot of the total field for Case 6. (left) real part of





































Figure 4.7. Contour plot of the total field for Case 7. (left) real part of
the total field; (right) imaginary part of the total field.
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lems with a usual approach. The main novelty of the proposed method is to expand
the solution using the Hermite orthonormal basis functions in the Fourier space, and to
simultaneously diagonalize the two coupling matrices by using the essential property
that the Hermite functions are eigenfunctions of the Fourier transform. The combined
approach allows us to reduce the original two-dimensional boundary value problem
into a sequence of fully decoupled the one-dimensional Helmholtz equations, with
piecewise constant wavenumbers, that can be efficiently solved by using a Legendre-
Galerkin method.
We investigated the errors of the numerical solution in terms of the horizontal
truncation term M , vertical truncation term N , power series truncation term K, and
the wavenumbers κ±, for both the plane surface scattering and the rough surface
scattering. The numerical results indicate that the method is efficient, accurate, and
well suited for the unbounded rough surface scattering problem.
It is clear to see that the current approach can be extended to handle the two-
dimensional multi-layered unbounded rough surface scattering. We plan to extend
the method to the electromagnetic wave scattering by unbounded rough surfaces,
where the three-dimensional Maxwell equations have to be considered.
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CHAPTER 5. UNCONDITIONAL STABLE
PRESSURE-CORRECTION SCHEMES FOR NON-LINEAR NO-SLIP
FLUID-STRUCTURE PROBLEM
In this chapter, we consider the numerical approximation of the nonlinear fluid-
structure interaction (FSI). Our goal is to construct unconditionally energy stable
schemes that are also computationally very efficient. This is achieved by using
pressure-correction approaches with proper pressure boundary conditions at the in-
terface. More precisely, we construct unconditionally stable standard and rotational
pressure-correction schemes for the FSI problem with a fixed interface. In addition,
these schemes are computationally very efficient, as they lead to, at each time step,
a coupled linear elliptic system for the velocity and displacement in the whole re-
gion and a discrete Poisson equation in the fluid region. We validate these schemes
by using a Fourier-Legendre spatial discretization for the FSI problem in a periodic
channel.
5.1 Introduction
Fluid-Structure Interaction (FSI) plays an important role in many scientific/engineering
applications, e.g., design of engineering systems, blood flow in human arteries, etc.
It has been extensively studied in recent years both analytically and computationally
(cf. [26–28,75] and the references therein).
There are two main approaches, monolithic and partitioned methods, for solving
FSI problems numerically. The partitioned approach (cf., for instance, [30–32, 76])
solves the fluid and structure dynamics separately with explicit interface conditions.
While each subproblem can be solved efficiently by existing algorithms, the explicit
treatment of the interface condition may lead to instability and very restrictive time
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step constraint. In contrast, the monolithic approach (cf., for instance, [33–35]) si-
multaneously solves the fluid and structure dynamics coupled by the implicit interface
conditions. This type of schemes usually have good stability properties, but at each
time step, a nonlinear coupled system has to be solved, and due to the presence of
the pressure in the coupled system, it is usually difficult to design effective iterative
scheme to solve the nonlinear coupled system. Some authors have also developed re-
duced monolithic methods which are based on semi-implicit coupling at the interface
(cf., for instance, [77]).
For fluid problems, an effective approach to decouple the computation of the
pressure from that of the velocity is to use a so called projection type method, orig-
inally proposed by Chorin and Temam in the late 60’s. A comprehensive review
on various projection type methods can be found in [36]. Naturally, many authors
have considered to employ a projection type method for the FSI problem (cf., for
instance, [37, 78]). However, a main difficulty in the design of a projection method
is what boundary condition to use for the pressure at the interface. It is well known
that a proper boundary condition, at the Dirichlet part of the boundary, for the
pressure Poisson equation in a projection type method is the homogeneous Neumann
boundary condition. Indeed, most existing projection type scheme for FSI problem
also use, explicitly or implicitly, Neumann type boundary condition for the pressure
Poisson equation at the interface. However, we are not aware of any rigorous proof
of unconditional stability for any projection type scheme applied to the FSI problem.
In [79], the authors proposed and analyzed pressure-correction projection schemes
for Navier-Stokes equations with open boundary where the usual stress-free boundary
condition is applied. It is shown that the proper boundary condition at the open
boundary is of Dirichlet type instead of Neumann type. Two schemes are constructed
in [79], one is based on the standard pressure-correction which leads to poor accuracy
at the open boundary, the other is based on the rotational pressure-correction and
with a proper Dirichlet boundary condition at the open boundary. It is shown in [79]
that both the standard and rotational pressure-correction projection schemes, when
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applied to the time-dependent Stokes problem, are unconditionally stable, but the
rotational version leads to much better accuracy. Since one of matching interface
condition for the FSI problem is related to the stress, it makes sense to extend the
approach in [79] for problems with open boundary to the FSI problems.
Besides the difficulty associated with the pressure boundary condition on the
interface, another major difficulty is to prove the unconditional stability of the ro-
tational pressure-correction scheme for the nonlinear FSI problem. The original sta-
bility proof of the rotational pressure-correction scheme in [80] was only valid for
Stokes problems. An essential step of the proof was to take the ”discrete time deriva-
tive” of the scheme. Unfortunately, this proof can not be extended to the nonlinear
case. In [81], the authors constructed an unconditionally stable rotational velocity-
correction scheme for the Navier-Stokes equations. However, they only provided a
stability proof for the linear Stokes equations, while showed numerically that the
scheme was unconditionally stable. In [82], the author proposed a Gauge-Uzawa ap-
proach for the rotational pressure-correction scheme of the Navier-Stokes equations,
and proved that the scheme is unconditionally stable. We shall extend the approach
in [82] for the Gauge-Uzawa scheme of the Navier-Stokes equations to the rotational
pressure-correction schemes for the FSI problem.
We consider in this paper a simple model of the FSI problem where the movement
of the interface is assumed infinitesimal so the interface is treated as fixed. This
nonlinear FSI problem captures many of the essential difficulties of the more general
FSI problems with moving interface, and its well-posedness has been studied in [29].
In [83], the authors studied a semi-discrete (in space) finite-element method for a
linear FSI problem with a fixed interface. We shall be mainly concerned with semi-
discrete (in time) projection type schemes for the nonlinear FSI problem with a fixed
interface.
Based on the above considerations, we construct in this paper several monolithic
schemes based on a pressure-correction approach for the FSI model with fixed inter-








Figure 5.1. Geometry discription for fluid-structure problem
step of our schemes, we solve a coupled, but elliptic, system for an intermediate fluid
velocity and the structure displacement, then in the second step, we solve a Poisson
equation for the fluid pressure and obtain the fluid velocity with a simple correction.
We shall also prove rigorously that these schemes are unconditionally stable.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we describe
the governing equations for our FSI model, formulate its weak form and the en-
ergy dissipation law. In Section 3, we construct standard and rotational pressure-
correction scheme for the FSI problem, and prove their unconditional stability. Then,
in Section 4, we describe a generic approach for spatial discretization as well as a
Fourier-Legendre method for a special case of a periodic channel. We present some
numerical results in Section 5 to validate our numerical schemes and to demonstrate
their temporal accuracy.
5.2 Governing Equations
We consider the following model for interaction of a viscous fluid with an elastic
body in a two- or three-dimensional bounded domain Ω, with the fluid region Ωf , the
solid region Ωs and the interface Γc so we have Ω = Ωf ∪ Ωs ∪ Γc, we also denote
Γf = ∂Ωf\Γc and Γs = ∂Ωs\Γc (cf. Fig. 5.1).
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We assume that the interface undergoes infinitesimal displacements, i.e., Γc is
fixed. The more complicated situation with moving interface will be considered in a
forthcoming paper.
In the fluid region Ωf , we have the Navier-Stokes equations:
ρfut − div (u) + (u · ∇)u+∇p = ρff1 in Ωf × (0, T ) (5.2.1a)
div u = 0 in Ωf × (0, T ) (5.2.1b)
u = 0 on Γf × (0, T ) (5.2.1c)
u|t=0 = u0 in Ωf (5.2.1d)
where u denotes the fluid velocity, p the fluid pressure, u0 the given initial velocity,
f1 the given body force per unit mass, (u) =
µ
2
(∇u+∇uT ) the strain tensor, ρf and
µ the constant fluid density and viscosity.
In the solid region Ωs, we have the wave equation for linear elasticity:
ρswtt − div σ(w) = ρsf2 in Ωs × (0, T ) (5.2.2a)
w = 0 on Γs × (0, T ) (5.2.2b)
w(·, 0) = w0 in Ωs (5.2.2c)
wt(·, 0) = w1 in Ωs (5.2.2d)
where w denotes the displacement of the solid, w0 and w1 the given initial data, and
σ(w) the elastic stress tensor,and f2 the given loading force per unit mass, λ and µ2
the Lame´ constants, ρs the constant solid density.
Across the fixed interface Γc between the fluid and solid, the velocity and the
stress vector are required to be continuous, i.e.,
wt = u, on Γc × (0, T ) (5.2.3)
and
σ(w) · n = (u) · n− pn− 1
2
(u · n)u, on Γc × (0, T ) (5.2.4)
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where n denotes the outward normal vector along Γc w.r.t. Ωs. For instance, if
Γc = {(x, y)|y = 0}, then n = (0, 1).
For simplicity, we take in this paper ρf = ρs = 1, f1 = f2 = 0. We further take









(u · n)u, on Γc × (0, T ). (5.2.5)
In order to derive a weak formulation for (5.2.1)- (5.2.2), we need to introduce
some notations. Let us denote by Hk(Ω) and Hk0 (Ω) (for k ≥ 0) the standard Sobolev
spaces, equipped with the standard norm ‖ · ‖k,Ω. In particular, we denote L2(Ω) =
H0(Ω) with the associated norm ‖·‖. We will use Hk(Ωf ) to denote the vector-valued
Sobolev spaces. We also denote
H10,Γf (Ωf ) = {v ∈ H1(Ωf ) : v|Γf = 0}, H10,Γs(Ωs) = {v ∈ H1(Ωs) : v|Γs = 0}.
Then, a weak solution (u, p, w) for (5.2.1)-(5.2.2) will satisfy




− p · n, ϕ)Γc = 0, ∀ϕ ∈ H10,Γf (Ωf ),
(divu, q)Ωf = 0, ∀q ∈ L2(Ωf ), (5.2.6b)
(wtt, ψ)Ωs + (∇w,∇ψ)Ωs − (
∂w
∂n
, ψ)Γc = 0, ∀ψ ∈ H10,Γs(Ωs) (5.2.6c)
with the interface conditions (5.2.3) and (5.2.5) on Γc .
We can reformulate the above, using (5.2.5), to:







(u · n)u, ϕ)Γc = 0, ∀ϕ ∈ H10,Γf (Ωf ),
(divu, q)Ωf = 0, ∀q ∈ L20(Ωf ), (5.2.7b)
(wtt, ψ)Ωs + (∇w,∇ψ)Ωs − (
∂w
∂n
, ψ)Γc = 0, ∀ψ ∈ H10,Γs(Ωs) (5.2.7c)
with u = wt on the interface Γc.
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Setting ϕ = u, ψ = wt in (5.2.7a) and (5.2.7c), using the identity (note that n
below is the inward normal along Γc w.r.t. Ωf )
((u · ∇)v, v)Ωf = −
1
2
((u · n)v, v)∂Ωf , if divu = 0, (5.2.8)
and summing up the two resultant equations, we obtain
1
2










‖u‖2Ωf + ‖wt‖2Ωf + ‖∇w‖2Ωs
}
= −2µ‖∇u‖2Ωf ≤ 0, (5.2.9)
where
E(u,w,wt) := ‖u‖2Ωf + ‖wt‖2Ωf + ‖∇w‖2Ωs (5.2.10)
is the total energy of the FSI system.
For the well posedness of the system (5.2.7), we refer to [84].
5.3 Time Discretization
For FSI problems, it is very important to design numerical schemes which have
good, preferably unconditional, stability property. Usually, this is achieved by fully
coupled, implicit schemes which require solving, at each time steps, a coupled, non-
linear, saddle-point system.
We construct in this section two time discretization schemes based on a pressure-
correction approach. One is a first-order semi-implicit scheme using the standard
pressure-correction technique, and the other is a second-order semi-implicit scheme
with rotational pressure-correction. These schemes are unconditionally stable, and
lead to, at each time step, a coupled, linear elliptic system in Ω and a pressure Poisson
equation in Ωf , which can be efficiently solved by standard numerical methods. The
stability analysis for each scheme is carried out in this section.
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5.3.1 Standard Pressure-Correction Scheme
We first construct a first-order scheme for the FSI problem based on the standard
pressure-correction scheme for Navier-stokes problem with open boundary condition
[79,85]:




4t , ϕ)Ωf + (µ∇u˜n+1,∇ϕ)Ωf + 12((un · n)u˜n+1, ϕ)Γc
+((un · ∇)u˜n+1, ϕ)Ωf − (pn, divϕ)Ωf + (∂w
n+1
∂n




4t on Γc (5.3.1b)
(
wn+1 − 2wn + wn−1




, ψ)Γc = 0 ∀ψ ∈ H10,Γs(Ωs)
(5.3.1c)
This is a coupled, linear elliptic system for (u˜n+1, wn+1), with the coupling condition
at the interface Γc. Hence, it can be efficiently solved, for example, by a standard
domain decomposition approach (cf., for instance, [86, 87]).
Step 2 : Compute un+1 ∈ H1(Ωf ) and pn+1 ∈ H1(Ωf ) by solving
un+1 − u˜n+1
4t +∇(p
n+1 − pn) = 0 (5.3.2a)
div un+1 = 0, in Ωf (5.3.2b)
un+1 · n|Γf = 0 and pn+1|Γc = pn|Γc (5.3.2c)
We observe that a Dirichlet boundary condition is imposed for pn+1 on the interface
Γc, as opposed to the usual Neumann boundary condition in a pressure-correction
formulation. This is due to the interface condition (5.2.5) which is similar to the
open boundary condition considered in [79].
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We denote H10,Γc(Ωf ) = {q ∈ H1(Ωf )\R, q|Γc = 0}. Then, the above system is
equivalent to: Find (pn+1 − pn) ∈ H10,Γc(Ωf ) such that
(∇(pn+1 − pn),∇q) = − 14t(∇ · u˜
n+1, q), ∀q ∈ H10,Γc(Ωf ), (5.3.3a)
un+1 = u˜n+1 −4t∇(pn+1 − pn). (5.3.3b)
Hence, we only have to solve a Poisson equation at this step.
For the above scheme, we have the following result:
Theorem 5.3.1 The scheme (5.3.1)-(5.3.3), with p0|Γc = 0, is unconditionally stable.
More precisely, if we define the discrete energy
En = ‖un‖+ ‖δtwn‖2 + ‖∇wn‖2 + (4t)2‖∇pn‖2, (5.3.4)
then we have, for all n ≥ 0,
En+1−En+‖u˜n+1−un‖2 +2µ4t‖∇u˜n+1‖2 +4t2‖δ2ttwn+1‖2 +4t2‖∇(δtwn+1)‖2 ≤ 0.










4t2 for any sequence {uk}.
Taking ϕ = 2u˜n+1 in (5.3.1a), ψ = 2δtw
n+1 in (5.3.1c), and taking the inner
product of (5.3.2a) with q = 24t∇pn, then summing up the three relations, we
obtain:
1
4t{‖u˜n+1‖2 − ‖un‖2 + ‖u˜n+1 − un‖2}+ 2‖∇u˜n+1‖2 − 2(pn, div u˜n+1)Ωf
+ 14t{‖δtwn+1‖2 − ‖δtwn‖2 + ‖δtwn+1 − δtwn‖2}










Taking inner product with itself from both sides and integrating by parts, thanks to
pk|Γc = 0 for all k (due to p0|Γc = 0), and u˜n+1 · n|Γf = 0 = un+1 · n|Γf , we obtain
1
4t‖u
n+1‖2 +4t‖∇pn+1‖2 = ‖u˜
n+1‖2
4t +4t‖∇p
n‖2 − 2(pn, divu˜n+1)Ωf . (5.3.7)
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Summing up (5.3.5) and (5.3.7), we obtain
1
4t{‖un+1‖2 − ‖un‖2 + ‖u˜n+1 − un‖2}+ 2‖∇u˜n+1‖2
+ 14t{‖δtwn+1‖2 − ‖δtwn‖2 + ‖δtwn+1 − δtwn‖2}
+ 14t{‖∇wn+1‖2 − ‖∇wn‖2 +4t2‖∇δtwn+1‖2}+4t{‖∇pn+1‖2 − ‖∇pn‖2} = 0,
which implies the desired result. 
We recall that due to the artificial Dirichlet boundary condition for the pressure in
(5.3.2c), a higher-order discretization for the velocity will not increase the accuracy.
Hence, in order to obtain a higher-order scheme, one needs to resort to the rotational
pressure-correction (cf. [79]).
5.3.2 Rotational Pressure-Correction Schemes
First-Order Scheme
We start by constructing a first-order scheme.




4t , ϕ)Ωf + (µ∇u˜n+1,∇ϕ)Ωf + 12((un · n)u˜n+1, ϕ)Γc
+((un · ∇)u˜n+1, ϕ)Ωf − (pn, divϕ)Ωf + (∂w
n+1
∂n




4t on Γc (5.3.8b)
(
wn+1 − 2wn + wn−1




, ψ)Γc = 0 ∀ψ ∈ H10,Γs(Ωs)
(5.3.8c)
Step 2: Compute un+1 ∈ H1(Ωf ) and pn+1 ∈ H1(Ωf ) by solving
(un+1−u˜n+1)
4t +∇(pn+1 − pn + λµdivu˜n+1) = 0, in Ωf
div un+1 = 0, in Ωf
un+1 · n|Γf = 0 and pn+1|Γc = (pn − λµdivu˜n+1)|Γc
(5.3.9a)
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where λ ∈ (0, 2
d
) (with d being the space dimension) is a preselected parameter. We
note that when λ = 0, the scheme reduces to the standard pressure-correction scheme.
We observe that main difference of the rotational scheme (5.3.8)-(5.3.9) with
the standard scheme (5.3.1)-(5.3.3) is the additional term λµdivu˜n+1 in (5.3.9a).
This term replace the artificial Dirichlet B.C. pn+1|Γc = pn|Γc by an improved B.C.
pn+1|Γc = (pn − λµdivu˜n+1)|Γc . On the other hand, the numerical procedure for the
two schemes are essentially identical.
Second Order Scheme
We also observe that it is not straightforward to construct a second-order version
of (5.3.8)-(5.3.9) using the usual backward difference formula (BDF). Hence, we first
introduce an additional variable v = wt and rewrite the FSI equations as
ut − µ∆u+ (u · ∇)u+∇p = 0 in Ωf × (0, T ) (5.3.10a)
divu = 0 in Ωf × (0, T ) (5.3.10b)
vt −∆w = 0 in Ωs × (0, T ) (5.3.10c)
wt − v = 0 in Ωs × (0, T ) (5.3.10d)
with the boundary condition
u = 0 on Γf × (0, T ) (5.3.11a)
w = 0 on Γs × (0, T ) (5.3.11b)








(u · n)u on Γc × (0, T ) (5.3.11d)
and the initial condition
u(·, 0) = u0 in Ωf (5.3.12a)
w(·, 0) = w0 in Ωs (5.3.12b)
v(·, 0) = w1 in Ωs (5.3.12c)
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We can now construct a second-order rotational pressure-correction scheme as
follows:




24t , ϕ)Ωf + (µ∇u˜n+1,∇ϕ)Ωf + 12(((2un − un−1) · n)u˜n+1, ϕ)Γc
+((2un − un−1) · ∇u˜n+1, ϕ)Ωf − (pn, divϕ)Ωf + (∂w
n+1
∂n
, ϕ)Γc = 0 ∀ϕ ∈ H10,Γf (Ωf )
(5.3.13a)
u˜n+1 = vn+1 on Γc (5.3.13b)
3wn+1 − 4wn + wn−1
24t − v
n+1 = 0 in Ωs (5.3.13c)
(
3vn+1 − 4vn + vn−1




, ψ)Γc = 0 ∀ψ ∈ H10,Γs(Ωf )
(5.3.13d)
Step 2: Compute (un+1, pn+1) by solving
3(un+1−u˜n+1)
24t +∇(pn+1 − pn + λµdivu˜n+1) = 0, in Ωf
div un+1 = 0, in Ωf
un+1 · n|Γf = 0 and pn+1|Γc = (pn − λµdivu˜n+1)|Γc
(5.3.14a)
where λ ∈ (0, 2
d
) is a preselected parameter.
Several remarks are in order:
• One observes that all the terms, except the pressure, are discretized with a
second-order BDF or Adam-Bashforth formula. We recall that a first-order
treatment of the pressure term, coupled with second-order treatment for other
terms, may lead to second-order accuracy for the velocity [36].
• It is clear that, at each time step, the numerical procedure for solving (5.3.13)-
(5.3.14) is essentially the same as solving the first-order scheme (5.3.1)-(5.3.3).
• The proof of unconditional stability for the rotational scheme is much more dif-
ficult. The original stability proof of the rotational pressure-correction scheme
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in [80] was carried out only for Stokes problems, and an essential step of the
proof was to take the ”discrete time derivative” of the scheme. Unfortunately,
this proof can not be extended to the nonlinear case.
• In [82], the author proved the unconditional stability for a Gauge-Uzawa scheme
of the Navier-Stokes equations. A useful idea in [82] is to introduce a sequence
{qn} defined by
qn = λµdivu˜n + qn−1 with q−1 = q0 = 0. (5.3.15)
We shall also use this sequence in our stability proof below.
Theorem 5.3.2 The scheme (5.3.13)-(5.3.14), with p−1|Γc = p0|Γc = 0, is uncondi-
tionally stable. More precisely, if we define the discrete energy as
En+1 =‖un+1‖2 + ‖2un+1 − un‖2 + ‖vn+1‖2 + ‖2vn+1 − vn‖2 + ‖∇wn+1‖2






En+1 +4t4‖δttun+1‖2 +4t4‖δttvn+1‖2 +4t4‖δttwn+1‖2 +(1−λ)44tµ‖∇u˜n+1‖2 ≤ En.
Proof For any sequence {un, u˜n}, we have
(
3u˜n+1 − 4un + un−1
24t , 44tu˜
n+1)Ωf = 2(3u˜
n+1 − 4un + un−1, u˜n+1)Ωf
=6(u˜n+1 − un+1, u˜n+1)Ωf + 2(3un+1 − 4un + un−1, u˜n+1 − un+1)Ωf
+ 2(3un+1 − 4un + un−1, un+1)Ωf
(5.3.17)
Let In1 (u), I
n
2 (u) and I
n
3 (u) be the last three terms in the right-hand side. Using the
algebraic identities
2(ak+1, ak+1 − ak) = |ak+1|2 − |ak|2 + |ak+1 − ak|2 (5.3.18)
and
2(ak+1, 3ak+1 − 4ak + ak−1)




In1 (u) = 3‖u˜n+1‖2 − 3‖un+1‖2 + 3‖u˜n+1 − un+1‖2,
In3 (u) = ‖un+1‖2 + ‖2un+1 − un‖2 + ‖un+1 − 2un + un−1‖2 − ‖un‖2 − ‖2un − un−1‖2.
(5.3.20)
Using the first equation in (5.3.14a), we have
In2 (u) = −
44t
3
(3un+1 − 4un + un−1,∇(pn+1 − pn + λµdivu˜n+1))Ωf = 0.
Taking ϕ = 44tu˜n+1 in (5.3.13a), and using (5.2.8) and the above relation, we obtain
In1 (u) + I
n
3 (u) + 44tµ‖∇u˜n+1‖2 − 44t(pn, div u˜n+1)Ωf + 44t(
∂wn+1
∂n
, u˜n+1)Γc = 0.
(5.3.21)
Taking ψ = 44tvn+1 in (5.3.13d), using (5.3.13b) and (5.3.13c), we find





, u˜n+1)Γc = 0, (5.3.22)
where, by (5.3.20),
I˜n3 (w) = 2(∇(3wn+1 − 4wn + wn−1),∇wn+1)Ωf
= ‖∇wn+1‖2 + ‖2∇wn+1 −∇wn‖2 + ‖∇wn+1 − 2∇wn +∇wn−1‖2
− ‖∇wn‖2 − ‖2∇wn −∇wn−1‖2.
(5.3.23)













Taking the inner product with itself from both sides of the above equation, integrating












=− 4(pn + qn, div u˜n+1)Ωf = −4(pn, div u˜n+1)Ωf −
4
λµ
(qn, qn+1 − qn)Ωf
=− 4(pn, div u˜n+1)Ωf +
2
λµ
{‖qn‖2 − ‖qn+1‖2 + ‖qn+1 − qn‖2}.
(5.3.24)
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Multiplying the above by ∆t and adding it to (5.3.21), we obtain
0 =In1 (u) + I
n










4t{‖qn‖2 − ‖qn+1‖2 + ‖qn+1 − qn‖2}.
(5.3.25)
Thanks to (5.3.15), we have
2
λµ
‖qn+1 − qn‖2 = 2λµ‖div u˜n+1‖2 ≤ 2λµd‖∇u˜n+1‖2
where we have used the well-known inequality ‖div u˜n+1‖2 ≤ d‖∇u˜n+1‖2 with d = 2
or 3 being the space dimension.
Finally, using the above inequality, (5.3.20) and (5.3.23) in (5.3.25), we find
En+1 − En
=− ‖un+1 − 2un + un+1‖2 − ‖vn+1 − 2vn + vn+1‖2 − ‖∇(wn+1 − 2wn + wn+1)‖2
− 44tµ‖∇u˜n+1‖2 + 2dλ4tµ‖div u˜n+1‖2
≤− ‖un+1 − 2un + un+1‖2 − ‖vn+1 − 2vn + vn+1‖2 − ‖∇(wn+1 − 2wn + wn+1)‖2
− (2− dλ)24tµ‖∇u˜n+1‖2.
which implies the desired result. 
Remark 5.3.3 With the stability results established in this section, it is also possible
to derive similar error estimates for these schemes as in [79].
5.4 Galerkin type Spatial Discretization and Implementation
We briefly describe a general procedure to implement the time discretization
schemes constructed in the last section. Let Xh ⊂ H10,Γf (Ωf ), Mh ⊂ H1(Ωf ),
M0h = {q ∈ Mh | q|Γc = 0} and Wh ⊂ H10,Γs(Ωs) be some finite dimensional ap-
proximation spaces, with (Xh,Mh) preferably satisfies the Babuska-Brezzi inf-sup
condition. We also denote Yh = Xh +∇M0h .
To fix the idea, we take the scheme (5.3.8)-(5.3.9) as an example. The other
schemes can be treated by using exactly the same procedure.
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5.4.1 A general setup
A Galerkin approximation of the scheme (5.3.8)-(5.3.9) is as follows:
Step 1. Let w˜n+1h = δtw
n+1




h ) ∈ Xh×Wh such that




((unh · n)u˜n+1h , ϕh)Γc + β(
∂w˜n+1h
∂n
, ϕh)Γc =< f
n
h , ϕh >Ωf , ∀ϕh ∈ Xh, (5.4.1a)
u˜n+1h = w˜
n+1
h , at Γc, (5.4.1b)
α(w˜n+1, ψh)Ωs + β(∇w˜n+1,∇ψh)Ωs − β(
∂w˜n+1
∂n
, ψh)Γc =< gh, ψh >Ωs , ∀ψh ∈Wh,
(5.4.1c)
where α = 14t , β = 4t, and
< fnh , ϕh >Ωf := α(u
n
h, ϕh)Ωf + (p
n
h, divϕh)Ωf − (
∂wnh
∂n
, ϕh)Γc , (5.4.2)
and




h)Ωs − (∇wnh ,∇ψh)Ωs + (
∂wnh
∂n
, ψh)Γc . (5.4.3)
Define
uˆn+1h (x, y) =
 u˜n+1h (x, y), if (x, y) ∈ Ωf ,w˜n+1h (x, y), if (x, y) ∈ Ωs;
βˆ(x, y) :=
 1, if (x, y) ∈ Ωf ,β, if (x, y) ∈ Ωs.
and
b(u, v, ϕ) := ((u · ∇)v˜, ϕ)Ωf + (
1
2
(u · n)v˜, ϕ)Γc .
Then, we can rewrite (5.4.1) as: Find uˆn+1h ∈ Xh ×Wh ∩H1(Ω) such that
α(uˆn+1h , φh)+(βˆ∇uˆn+1h ,∇φh) + b(unh, uˆn+1h , φh)
=< fnh , φh >Ωf + < g
n
h , φh >Ωs , ∀φh ∈ Xh ×Wh ∩H1(Ω).
(5.4.4)
Thus, the equation (5.4.4) can be viewed as a domain-decomposition (with two-
domains) approximation to a linear elliptic problem with discontinuous coefficient
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βˆ. Note that from (5.4.1b), uˆn+1h (x, y) is continuous at Γc. Hence, one can efficiently
solve the coupled linear system using a standard domain decomposition approach, in
particular, in the two-dimension case, one can form the Schur-complement to solve
the unknown at the interface first, and then solve for the velocity in the fluid region
and displacement in the solid region separately (cf., for instance, [86,87] and a simple
example in the next subsection).





h ,∇qh)Ωf , ∀qh ∈M0h ; (5.4.5)








h − λµQhdivu˜n+1h ,
(5.4.6)
where Qh is a L
2-projection operator onto Mh.
We note that (5.4.5) is just a discrete Poisson equation in Ωf with homogeneous
Dirichlet boundary condition on Γc, and (5.4.6) involves only a projection, so they
can be efficiently solved.
5.4.2 An example with a Fourier-Legendre approximation
As an example, we consider a two-dimensional periodic channel with Ωf = (0, 2pi)×
(0, 1), Ωs = (0, 2pi)×(−1, 0), so Ω = (0, 2pi)×(−1, 1), Γf = {(x, y)|x ∈ (0, 2pi), y = 1},
Γc = {(x, y)|x ∈ (0, 2pi), y = 0} and Γs = {(x, y)|x ∈ (0, 2pi), y = −1}. We denote
I+ , I− , I by I+ = [0, 1], I− = [−1, 0] and I = [−1, 1]. We assume that all functions
are periodic in the x-direction.
Let h = (M,N) where M is the number of equally spaced points in the x-direction,
and N + 1 is the number of Legendre-Gauss-Lobatto points in the y direction of Ωf
and Ωs. For simplicity, we have assumed to use the same number of points in the y
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direction of Ωf and Ωs, while in practice, different number of points can be used. Let
PN be the set of all polynomials of degree less than or equal to N . We set




ikx with vk(·) ∈ PN , vk(1) = 0}, Xh = Xh ×Xh,




ikx with wk(·) ∈ PN , wk(−1) = 0}, Wh = Wh ×Wh,




ikx with qk(·) ∈ PN−1, qk(0) = 0}, Yh = Xh +∇M0h ,
X0N = {v ∈ H1(I) : v|I+ , v|I− ∈ PN , v(−1) = v(1) = 0}, X0N = X0N ×X0N .
(5.4.7)
For the sake of efficiency and to take full advantage of periodicity, we shall treat
the nonlinear convective term in (5.4.1) expplilicitly. To this end, we modify (5.4.2)
to
< fnh , ϕh >Ωf := α(u
n
h, ϕh)Ωf + (p
n
h, divϕh)Ωf − (
∂wnh
∂n
, ϕh)Γc − b(unh, unh, ϕh). (5.4.8)



















we find that (5.4.4) reduces to: Find un+1m ∈ X0N such that
(αmu
n+1








m, φ)I+ + (g
n
m, φ)I− , ∀φ ∈ X0N , (5.4.10)
where
αm =
 α +m2, if y ∈ I+,α + βm2, if y ∈ I−.
Next we construct a set of basis functions for X0N .
We define, for i = 0, 1, ..., N − 2,
ϕˆi(y) =
 Lk(2y − 1)− Lk+2(2y − 1), if y ∈ I+,0, if y ∈ I−;
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ϕˆN−1+i(y) =
 0, if y ∈ I+,Lk(1 + 2y)− Lk+2(1 + 2y), if y ∈ I−;
and the basis function at the interface is
ϕˆ2N−2 =
 1− y, if y ∈ I+,1 + y, if y ∈ I−.
Then









m, ϕˆk)I+ + (g
n
m, ϕˆk)I− ,






























m,1 , · · · , uˆn+1m,N−2)T , u¯2 = (uˆn+1m,N−1, uˆn+1m,N , · · · , uˆn+1m,2N−3)T and u¯3 =
un+1m,2N−2, similarly for f¯1, f¯2 and f¯3; Mij and Sij are block mass and stiffness matrices.
We recall that Mii (i = 1, 2) are penta-diagonal and Sii (i = 1, 2) are diagonal
(cf. [88, 89]). So the linear system can be easily solved by the Schur-complement
approach, More precisely, solve first u¯3 using a block Gaussian elimination, and then
solve u¯1 and u¯2 separately.
5.5 Numerical Results
To examine the correctness and accuracy of the proposed numerical schemes, we
consider the following non-homogeneous problem
ut −∆u+ (u · ∇)u+∇p = f in Ωf × (0, T ) (5.5.1a)
divu = 0 in Ωf × (0, T ) (5.5.1b)
wtt −∆w = g in Ωs × (0, T ) (5.5.1c)
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with the boundary condition:
u = 0 on Γf × (0, T ) (5.5.2a)
w = 0 on Γs × (0, T ) (5.5.2b)








(u · n)u+ h on Γc × (0, T ) (5.5.2d)
where Ωf = (0, 2pi)× (0, 1), Ωs = (0, 2pi)× (−1, 0) with periodic boundary conditions
in the x-direction.
We set the exact solution to be
u = (− sin(pit) cos(x) sin(y − 1), sin(pit) sin(x)(cos(y − 1)− 1)),
p = sin(pit) cos(x) cos(y),
w = (− cos(pit) cos(x) sin(y − 1),− cos(pit) sin(x)(cos(y + 1)− 1)).
(5.5.3)
The functions f, g, h can then be computed accordingly.
We employ the Fourier-Legendre method presented in the last section, and choose
(M,N) large enough so that the errors are dominated by that from the time dis-
cretization. In the following examples, we choose λ = 0.5, which is a preselected
parameter introduced in (5.3.9a) and (5.3.14a).
In Figure 5.2, we plot the L2-errors for the pressure and for the velocity and dis-
placement with the second-order standard and rotational pressure-correction schemes.
We observe that the rotational scheme perform much better than the standard scheme.
In Figure 5.3, we plot the convergence rate of the second-order rotational scheme.
We consider ending time T = 2 and vary the step size from 4t = 0.1 to 4t = 0.0001.
We observe that the L2 errors for the fluid velocity, the structure displacement and
the pressure all converge at a rate close to 3/2. We note that similar convergence
rate was observed for Stokes equations with open boundary (cf. [79]).
Next, we examine the energy stability of our schemes by solving the homogeneous
(with f , g and h being zero) FSI problem with the same initial conditions as in the
last example. We take the second-order rotational scheme as an example, and plot
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Figure 5.2. dt=0.01, T=2; 2nd order scheme; Top: standard; Bottom: rotational.





















Figure 5.3. L2 Error for second-order rotational scheme.
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Figure 5.4. Energy decay for time step 0.01 and 0.05
in Figure 5.4 the discrete energy for the cases with 4t = 0.01 and 4t = 0.05. We
observe that the discrete energy indeed decays monotonically.
5.6 Conclusion
We constructed in this paper standard and rotational pressure correction schemes
for the FSI problem with a fixed interface, and proved rigorously that they are un-
conditionally energy stable. These schemes are computationally very efficient: at
each time step, they lead to (i) a coupled linear elliptic system for the velocity and
displacement, with the coupling condition at the interface between the fluid and solid
regions, which can be efficiently solved by using a standard domain decomposition
(with two domains) approach; and (ii) a discrete Poisson equation in the fluid region.
We validated these schemes by using a Fourier-Legendre spatial discretization for
the FSI problem in a periodic channel.
Although we only considered the FSI problem with fixed interface, we believe
that some of the essential approaches in constructing our numerical schemes can be
extended to the FSI problems with moving interface which we plan to address in a
future endeavor.
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CHAPTER 6. EXTENSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
6.1 High-order Method for Scattering Problems from Open Cavity
The phenomenon of electromagnetic scattering by cavity-backed apertures has re-
ceived much attention by both the engineering and mathematical communities for its
important applications. In this chapter, we mainly focus on the numerical approxi-
mation for the Helmholze equation obtaining from the scattering problems from an
single open cavity. Some preliminary numerical analysis has been made to the gov-
erning mathematical problem, but further implementation and numerical verification
will be our future work.
6.1.1 A Model Problem
As shown in Figure 6.1, an open cavity Ω, enclosed by the aperture Γ and the
wall S, is placed on a perfectly conducting ground plane Γc. Above the flat surface
{y = 0} = Γ∪Γc, the medium is assumed to be homogeneous with a positive dielectric
permittivity ε0 and magnetic permeability µ0. Inside the cavity Ω, it is assumed to
be filled with some layered medium, which can be described by a y-dependent relative
dielectric permittivity ε(y).
We consider the two-dimensional Helmholtz equation
∆u+ κ2u = 0, in Ω ∪ R2+, (6.1.1)
together with the homogeneous Dirichlet boundary condition
u = 0, on Γc ∪ S. (6.1.2)





Figure 6.1. The problem geometry for a single cavity scattering problem.
An open cavity Ω, enclosed by the aperture Γ and the wall S, is placed
on a perfectly conducting ground plane Γc.
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Let an incoming plane wave ui = eiκ0(x sin θ−y cos θ) be incident on the cavity from
above, where θ ∈ (−pi/2, pi/2) is the angle of incidence with respect to the positive
y-axis, and κ0 = ω
√
ε0µ0 is the wavenumber of the free space.
Denote the reference field uref as the solution of the homogeneous Helmholtz equa-
tion in the upper half space:
∆uref + κ20u
ref = 0, in R2+, (6.1.3)
together with the boundary condition
uref = 0 on Γc ∪ Γ. (6.1.4)
To fix the idea, we set Γ = (−1, 1).
It can be shown from (6.1.3) and (6.1.4) that the reference field consists of the
incident field ui and the reflected field ur:
uref = ui + ur,
where ur = −eiκ0(x sin θ+y cos θ).
The total field u is composed of the reference field uref and the scattered field us:
u = uref + us.
It can be verified from (6.1.1) and (6.1.3) that the scattered field satisfies
∆us + κ0u
s = 0, in R2+. (6.1.5)










= 0, ρ = |(x, y)|. (6.1.6)
6.1.2 Transparent Boundary Condition
By taking the Fourier transform of (6.1.5) with respect to x, we have an ordinary
differential equation with respect to y:
∂uˆs(ξ, y)
∂y2
+ (κ20 − ξ2)uˆs(ξ, y) = 0, y > 0. (6.1.7)
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Since the solution of (6.1.7) satisfies the radiation condition (6.1.6), we deduce that
the solution of (6.1.7) has the analytical form




(κ20 − ξ2)1/2 for |ξ| < κ0,
i(ξ2 − κ20)1/2 for |ξ| > κ0.




uˆs(ξ, 0)eiβ(ξ)ye−iξxdξ in R2+.
Taking the normal derivative on Γc ∪ Γ, which is the partial derivative with respect














which leads to a transparent boundary condition for the scattered field on Γc ∪ Γ:
∂n(u− uref) = T (u− uref).
Equivalently it can be written as a transparent boundary condition for the total field
∂nu = Tu+ g on Γ
c ∪ Γ, (6.1.11)
where
g(x) = ∂nu
ref − Turef = −2iκ0 cos θeiκ0x sin θ.
Then, we get the model problem for the total field u:
∆u+ κ2u = 0, in Ω, (6.1.12)
∂nu = Tu+ g, on Γ, (6.1.13)
u = 0, on S. (6.1.14)
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6.1.3 Numerical Approximation by Legendre-Spectral Method
The system (6.1.12) - (6.1.14) looks very similar to scattering problem from pe-
riodic structure after taking the DtN technique, except that the periodic boundary
condition is replaced by the Dirichlet boundary condition. Therefore, the TFE ap-
proach may not be able to directly applied here, but we can still follow the SEM
approach used in Chapter 3.
A Directly Approach
To simplify the illustration on how to apply the SEM approach on the open cavity
problem, we only use one element here as an example, which is also equivalent to the
Spectral Method.





where ψm(x) = Lm(x) − Lm+2(x), φn(y) = Ln(y) + Ln+1(y) andLm(x), Ln(y) are
Legendre polynomial basis.
Inserting into system (6.1.12) - (6.1.14), we have
N∑
m,n=0
um,n{∂xxψm(x)φn(y) + ψm(x)∂yyφn(y) + κ2ψm(x)φn(y)} = 0, in Ω, (6.1.16)
N∑
m,n=0
um,n{ψm(x)∂nφn(1)− T [ψm(x)]φn(1)} = g, on Γ. (6.1.17)







y(1) = G (6.1.18)
where Mx = (ψi(x), ψj(x)), Sx = −(∂xψi(x), ∂xψj(x)), Tx = (Tψi(x), ψj(x)), Sy =
−(∂yφi(y), ∂yφj(y)), My = (φi(y), φj(y)), My = (φi(1)φj(1))ij andG = (g, ψm(x)φn(y)).
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M ty(1))u¯ = g¯ (6.1.19)
By the definition, Sx is diagonal matrix, Mx five-diagonal nonzero symmetric matrix,
Sy is a diagonal matrix, My tri-diagonal nonzero matrix, but Tx, M
t
y(1) are almost full
dense matrices. To solve the matrix system fast and efficiently, if without Tx term,
we can apply the Matrix diagonalization method ( [73], [90]), however, with Tx terms,
it makes the problem much more difficult as we have to solve a tensor product based
big system. Therefore, the next approach will be focused on how to approximate the
matrix Tx more accurately and efficiently.
Remark 6.1.1 :
(Tx)mn (6.1.20)

















κ2 − ξ2eiξ(x−y)dξdxdy (6.1.23)
in either form, which requires a whole real line integration of the Fourier transform
of the Legendre functions or
√
κ2 − ξ2. Therefore, a fast and accurate numerical
integration for our problem is difficult and necessary.
Fourier Transform Approach
Use the similar idea in Chapter 4 for the unbounded rough surface scattering
problem.
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The basis function ψm(ξ),m ≥ 0 satisfy the zero boundary condition at x = ±1,
so we can do the zero extension and take fourier transform to (6.1.16):
N∑
m,n=0
um,n{−ξ2ψˆm(ξ)φn(y) + ψˆm(ξ)∂yyφn(y) + κ2ψˆm(ξ)φn(y)} = 0, in Ω, (6.1.24)
N∑
m,n=0
um,n{ψˆm(ξ)∂nφn(1)− iβ(ξ)ψˆm(ξ)]φn(1)} = gˆ, on Γ. (6.1.25)




δm,0, the system can be
simplified and solved for m = 0 in a 1D problem w.r.t y:
N∑
n=0







gˆ, y = 1. (6.1.27)
Therefore, we can obtain {u0,n}Nn=0 by solving above equations.
After obtaining {u0,n}n=0N , we can move the terms including {u0,n}n=0N to
the right hand side of the equations. Therefor, for nonzero ξ, we can multiply 1
ξ2



















(gˆ − h(ξ, y)) (6.1.29)
































− 1)ψˆm(ξ), ψˆn(ξ)) (6.1.32)




2M¯x − S¯x)UM ty + T¯xUM ty(1) = G¯ (6.1.33)
where M¯x = (
1
ξ2
ψˆi(ξ), ψˆj(ξ)), S¯x = (ψˆi(ξ), ψˆj(ξ)), T¯x = (
iβ(ξ)
ξ2
ψˆm(ξ), ψˆn(ξ)), Sy =
−(∂yφi(y), ∂yφj(y)), My = (φi(y), φj(y)), My = (φi(1)φj(1))ij, and G¯ = ( 1ξ2 gˆ, ψˆm(ξ)φn(y)).
By further calculation using the property in next section, we have S¯x is diagonal
matrix, M¯x five-diagonal nonzero symmetric matrix, Sy is a diagonal matrix, My
tri-diagonal nonzero matrix, but T¯x, M
t










































− 1) over the whole line space.







− 1), s(ξ) = 1, m(ξ) = 1
ξ2
, then t(ξ) = h(m(ξ)), where h(ξ) =
i
√




















Remark 6.1.3 : Although it is not clear if the system can apply the generalized
eigenvalue diagonalization method or saying S¯x, M¯x, T¯x are simultaneously diagonal-
izable, the numerical integration of the entries of T¯x seems to be much easier due to
the scaling effect of 1
ξ2
. One interested study for the future could be to investigate
the connection between S¯x, M¯x, T¯x.
6.1.4 Fourier Transform of Legendre Functions: Spherical Bessel Func-
tions



























jn(ξ), ξ ∈ R,
(6.1.42)































(1/nLˆ′n(ξ) + i/nLˆn+1(ξ))(1/mLˆ′m(ξ) + i/mLˆm+1(ξ))dξ
=(x2Ln(x), Lm(x))− (xLn(x), Lm+1(x))− (xLn+1(x), Lm(x)) + (Ln+1(x), Lm+1(x))
(6.1.44)
which returns five-diagonal matrix by the orthogonality of the Legendre polynomials.
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6.2 Spectral Methods for Non-linear Free Boundary Fluid Structure In-
teraction Problem.
This purpose of this work is to extend the numerical schemes developed in chapter
5 for the 2D non-linear no-slip boundary fluid structure interaction problem to the
3D free boundary fluid structure interaction problem. In this section, a brief idea
on the numerical approximation for the 3D FSI problem is given. The numerical
implantation and numerical analysis will be the future work.
The governing equations for this 3D FSI problem is:
∂tu−∆u+ (u · ∇)u+∇p = 0, Ωf (t) (6.2.1a)
∇ · u = 0, Ωf (t) (6.2.1b)
∂ttw −∆w = 0, Ωs (6.2.1c)
u = wt, Γc(t)/Γc (6.2.1d)
∂nw = ∂nu− pn, Γc(t)/Γc (6.2.1e)
where (u, p) posed in the Eulerian and w posed in the Lagrangian framework.
Assume position functions to be
η(·, t) : Ωf −→ Ωf (t), η(·, t) : Ωs −→ Ωs(t)
then in the Lagrangian coordinate, we have
v(x, t) = ηt(x, t) = u(η(x, t), t), in Ωf (6.2.2a)
q(x, t) = p(η(x, t), t), in Ωf (6.2.2b)
w(x, t) = η(x, t)− x, in Ωs. (6.2.2c)
We obtain the new governing equations:
∂tvi − ∂j(ajlakl∂kvi) + ∂k(akiq) = 0, in Ωf i = 1, 2, 3 (6.2.3a)
aki∂kvi = 0, in Ωf (6.2.3b)
∂ttwi −∆wi = 0, in Ωs i = 1, 2, 3 (6.2.3c)
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with boundary condition on the common boundary Γc:
vi = ∂twi i = 1, 2, 3 (6.2.4a)
∂jwiNj = ajlakl∂kviNj − qakiNk i = 1, 2, 3 (6.2.4b)
where the evolution of a = a(x, t) defined for x ∈ Ωf , t ≥ 0 by:
a(x, t) = (∇η(x, t))−1 (6.2.5a)
aij(x, 0) = δij (6.2.5b)
∂ta = −a : ∇v : a (6.2.5c)
where : denotes the matrix product.
For the well posedness of the above system, we refer to [29].
The rotational pressure correction scheme. For the time step tn+1 = (n +
1)4t, the scheme is made up by the following three steps:
1. Compute anij based on v
n
i , η
n by an ODE solver on (6.2.5)
2. Given anij, v
n
i , q








i ) + ∂k(a
n
kiq
n) = 0, inΩf i = 1, 2, 3 (6.2.6a)
∂ttw
n+1
i −∆wn+1i = 0, in Ωs i = 1, 2, 3 (6.2.6b)
v˜n+1i =
wn+1i − wn
4t on Γc i = 1, 2, 3 (6.2.6c)
∂jw
n+1






i Nj − qnankiNk on Γc i = 1, 2, 3 (6.2.6d)
,





n+1 − qn + λanmj∂mv˜n+1j )) = 0, i = 1, 2, 3 (6.2.7a)
ankj∂kv
n+1
j = 0, in Ωf (6.2.7b)
v˜n+1i = 0, q
n+1 − qn + λanmj∂mv˜n+1j = 0, on Γc i = 1, 2, 3 (6.2.7c)
.
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Similarly, we can obtain an energy conservation property from the weak formulation,
which has the form
∂t
{
‖u(t)‖2Ωf + ‖wt(t)‖2Ωs + ‖∇w(t)‖2Ωs
}
+ 2‖aT∇u(t)‖2Ωf = 0. (6.2.8)
If define the system energy to be
E(u,w,wt)(t) = ‖u(t)‖2Ωf + ‖wt(t)‖2Ωf + ‖∇w(t)‖2Ωs , (6.2.9)
it can be showed that the system energy decays at the rate 2‖aT∇u(t)‖2Ωf .
Let δun = u
n−un−1
4t and define the discrete numerical energy E
n
En = ‖un‖+ ‖δwn‖2 + ‖∇wn‖2 + (4t)2‖∇ · (an(pn − q˜n))‖2. (6.2.10)
Then we have the discrete numerical energy decay property:
En+1 − En
≤− {‖u˜n − un−1‖2 + (2− dλ)4t‖anT∇u˜n‖2 +4t2‖δ2wn‖2 +4t2‖δ∇wn‖2}
≤ 0.
(6.2.11)
Therefore, the scheme proposed in this section is unconditional stable.
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